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Murray Ledger & Times
Anniversary
Marked By
KASE Pickets

West Kentucky Hit By
Wet, Windy Weekend

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The
189th anniversary of Kentucky
statehood, being marked today, was
chosen as the day for a new state
employees' association to send out
"informational" pickets in seven
cities.
The move was planned by chapters
of the Kentucky Association of State
Employees (KASE), which recently
was formed from three similar
splinter groups.
KASE represents state workers at
Ashland, Covington, Lexington,
Louisville, Frankfort, Madisonville
and Paducah.
Most are from the Department for
Human Resources, the largest state
agency with 11,500 workers.
The immediate question is whether
KASE aims at becoming a union.
"Right now were not going for
unionization, but we haven't made up
our minds,"a spokesman said.
The picketing was designed to announce formation of KASE and express concerns of state employees
about low salaries and related matters.
Among the organization's professed
goals are to "encourage and preserve
a true merit system," promote the
welfare of the state worker, reach the
highest quality in state services
and"present a unified voice of the
career commonwealth employee."
The group has published its second
edition of "The Employee's Advocate" newsletter which took pains
to say that informational picketing is
not a strike.
"State employees publicly showing
dissatisfaction on statehood day is a
natural news story, which should
maximize our exposure to the general
public," the organization's newsletter
said.
The picketing methods were patterned after the format used by state
employees at Louisville who went out
briefly last November to protest their

A
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CHARITY BALL - Linda Haverstock stands by the food table at the
annual Charity Ball, held Saturday in the Univeisity Center ballroom
at Murray State. Between 150-200 attended this year's gala. Cochairpersons for the event were Ellie Christopher and Sarah Bryan.
Benefits from the ball went to the Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center.(See related photos on Page 9.)

By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan met with Democratic congressional leaders today to try to settle terms for a tax cut, while his
budget chief said Congress will be
guilty of "deliberate sabotage" if it
doesn't stand by federal spending cuts
already approved in the House and
Senate.
Reagan's session at the- White
House was described as a "last
check" with the opposition before he
goes ahead with a compromise tax cut
bill endorsed by conservative
Democrats.
Joining the president were Vice
President George Bush, Treasury
Secretary Donald T. Regan and five
Democratic leaders: Speaker
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., House Majority Leader Jim Wright of Texas; Rep.
Dan Rostenkowski of Illinois, chairman of the House Ways and Means
Committee, Senate Minority Leader
Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia and
Sen. Russell B. Long Jr. of Louisiana,
ranking minority member of the
Senate Finance Committee.
"They've been here almost 30
seconds, and they've all agreed,"
Reagan quipped at a photo session.
"It's a good morning."
A tax cut bill is likely this year even
if Congress and the president cannot
agree ,on a compromise. Congress
would 'simply write one a step at a
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By The Associated Press
Residents in west Kentucky counties finished a wet and windy weekend
cleaning up debris, drying rainSoaked homes and businesses and
assessing damage from a series of
-Stating- Mar-Moved-through-The area
Saturday.
The city of Owensboro in Daviess
County received 1.68 inches of rain in
the 29-hour period ending at 6 p.m.
CDT Sunday. according to National
Weather Service records. The storms
wera accompanied by winds of __35
mph.
For the month, Owensboro has
recorded 9.54 inches of rain, compared with a typical May rainfall of
3.88 inches. S., h high monthly totals
are typical ot '4,1-al citiesand towns
in west Kentuci.;
In Calioway County since May 15,
4.54 inches of rain has fallen, according to John Ed Scott, local weather
observer.
Henderson. which had received a

record 9.08 inches of rain aS of 5 p.m.
CDT Saturday, received another 2.2
inches between i p.m. and 9 p.m., according to the NWS. The rains forced
the evacuation overnight of many
homes on the city's east side.
The ligh rainfaTI Taal -has 'been
especially damaging to farmers, who
haveseen weather severely damage
crops.
The combination of wind and rain
damaged many homes and businesses
in Daviess, Henderson, Ohio,
Muldenberg and other counties,_officials said. Roads were flooded,
power was out in many areas, trees
were felled, and roofs of many
buildings were lifted off or damaged.
Residents spent much of Sunday
cutting up trees and limbs, but some
enterprising children took advantage
of a foot-deep lake in front of the
Owensboro Area Museum to float on
rubber rafts and wade.
Lois McIntire of Owensboro said the
wet conditions caused tivo 5-foot-long
chicken snakes to climb her chimney
in order to dry off on the roof. One of
the snakes taken to a museum,but the
other was last reported to be still on
the roof.
Power was restored to most affected areas by Sunday afternoon,
of about $35 billion that have been en- although some scattered sections
were still without electricity Sunday
„ed by Congress.

Reagan To Meet With Leaders
To Settle Terms For Tax Cut

"The employees in Louisville
refrained from taking cheap shots at
the personalities in Kentucky's
government," the Advocate said.
\ "Instead,they focused on issues."
- The KASE met here a couple of
ago and chose Bill Stevens of
as interim president and
•
Diane Gunthner of Louisville as interim vice president. It probably will
elect permanent officers at its first
statewide convention in the fall.
The administration of Gov. John Y.
Brown and Human Resources
Secretary Grady Stumbo have said
they are sensitive to the needs of state
workers and are trying to do all possible for them,consistent with the currentfocal crisis.
But KASE contends state pay is too
low, benefits have decreased, job
security is shaky, morale is low and
No word had been received at press
employee turnover is high.
time today on the fourth-round rtiatch
between Murrayan Mel Purcell and
"The Advocate touched on a recent No. 2 seed Jimmy CotuierS in the
news story that surprised many French Open tennis championships in
RomanResources employees -- Pads,France.
quoting a former official as saying the
Start of today's play was delayed
average merit system employee due to the continuation of a Sunday
made 815,000 a year.
match between Yannick Noah and
Actually, the newsletter said, the Guillermo Vitas, which was halted
cost of maintaining such a waiter is because of darkness.
$15,000, but his salary is little more
The USA Network (channel 11 on
than $12,000.
Murray Cablevision) will show
"The missing approximate $3,000 highlights of French Open matches at
has been described as benefits and 7 p.m. and at 10:30 p.m. tonight. It is
other costs," the newsletter said. not known if the Conners-Purcell
"Added to salary, that cost DHR match will be included in the telecast.
(Additional story in today's Sports
$15,000 per year per merit
Section.)
emPlores-"
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partly cloudy
Partly cloudy with a chance of
thunderstorms tonight and Tuesday. Lows tonight in the low to
mid 60s. Highs Tuesday in the
mid 80s.
Kentucky
Extended Forecast
_
-Wednesday through -Frttfay4.Chance of showers Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday. Warm
through the period with highs
mostly in the 803 and lows mostly
in the 60s.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
359.52
Kentucky Lake
359.61

tune and leave it to Reagan to accept
or veto it.. a 1.

Lhe eudget resolution hist; ted the
The- Whit( House and the
ama -at-fees that handle detailed
Democrats who have so far spaaned
leeisnitioa to meet specific quotas for
an administration-endorse'I
promise all say they want ;.0 I-each a spending cuts, and to de so by June 12.
consensus before the tax-writing com- The product it to be a reconciliation
resolution, tailoring specific promittees get down to business.
grams to the guidelines set last monThe committees that deal with th.
federal spending ceilings were getting
to work on detailed budget decisions.
"Our approach will be ene otLea
David A.Stock.n) re director of the Of- ibiliten on the details tot insistona„ • .
fice of Management and Budaet, said hone.st scorekeeping and the bottom
they are obligated to stand by the cuts line,” Stockman said.

Nimitz Back In Training;
New Planes Line Deck
NORFOLK, Va. (APt - The
nuclear aircraft carrier Nirnitz is
lalt in training in the Altantic'today,,
new planes lining the deck where a jet'
crash five days ago killed 14 and inj ed 48 others.
Vice Adm. Gus Kinnear,--Coin-

Church Outlines UMW Contract
By BARRY RENFREW
Associated Press Writer
WELCH, W.Va. (AP) - United
Mine Workers President Sam Church
told a group of striking West Virginia
miners today that he misjudged their
emotions two months ago when he
tried to negotiate a contract without- a
strike.
Church, talking to about 300 miners
at the National Guard Armory at
Welch. outlined a new tentative contract with the Bituminous Coal
Operators Association. He said he had
failed to understand miners' concerns
when he advocated adoption of an
earlier contract proposal that was rejected.
"I worked very hard to do that,"
said Church, referring to his goal of
obtaining a new contract\ without a
strike.
"But it seems I made a Mistake in
that there were two or three issues
that were very emotional to. you ... I
did not want to see the membership go
through another long strike."
He was referring to the union's 197778 contract strike that lasted a record
111 days. The current strike entered
its 67th day today.
Miners listened quietly as Church
told them the latest contract proposal
restores major provisions that miners
cited in explaining their rejection of
the first agreement.
The BCOA had agreed to restore to
the agreement a measure calling for
royalty payments on non-union Oat
handled by union companies, had
dropped plans for a probationary
period for new miners; and had
agreed to a $95-a-month pension for
some miners' widows, he said.

But, Church said also, the union's
bargaining, team had not been able to
fully resolve a rank-and-file demand
to preserve an old contract clause
go% erning UMW coverage of subcontracted mines.
The language in the old contract
had been struck down by the r •
Supreme Court, he said, adding 1'
the union had only been AI,'
substitute language in the cont'
that would require the subcontractors
to favor union employees.

night.
Damage estimates were not immediately available from most
businesses and homes, as insurance
adjusters continued to calculate the
costs of the storms.
Many .people thought the damage
had been caused by tornados, but the
NWS could not confirm or deny those
reports. A weather service investigator was to tour damaged areas
later in the week to determine if tornadoes were spawned by the storms.
There were unconfirmed reports of
tornado sightings near Masonville in
Daviess County, betv4en Bremen and
Central City in Muhlenberg County,
and six miles east of Beaver Dam in
Ohio County.
Four persons were injured when the
roof of an Owensboro filling station
was ripped off by winds and crashed
into a drivein restaurant nearby. Four
persons in a car parked at the
restaurant were treated for cuts at
Owensboro-Daviess County Hospital,
and released.
The driver of the car, Mark
Froehlich, said he was sitting in the
car with his wife, sister and brotherin-law. He said the roof shattered windows in the car and smashed into the
left side of the vehicle.
"It felt like a freight train," he said.
"I thought we were dead."

"Really, it is a step backwards, but
the courts did this to us," he said.
Church is on a six-day lobbying swing to sell the proposed contract to
rankaand-file miaers. On Sunday,
:.•eaking to miners in Alabama, he
ne was opunistic that the rank
and file would adopt the proposal and
end the UMW's two-month walkout.
I think we got a good contract,"
Chilrch said Sunday after explaining
the document to 100 miners in Birmingham, Ala.

mander Naval Air Force Atlantic,
said the carrier should resume the
flight training interrupted by the
crash either today or Tuesday.
The Nirnitz was off Florida last
Tuesday rugnt when a Marine jet on a
training flight came down off center,
rammed into parked planes and
sparked explosions and fires.
The three Marines aboard the jet
were kille„!, along with 11 sailors on
the flight deck. Forty-eight others
were injured.
A few hours after the ship sailed
Saturday from Norfolk, the Nimitz
received replacements for five planes
damaged in the accident and several
aircraft diverted after the crash,
Navy officials said.
The $2 billion warship had come
back to her home port Thursday to
return the crash victims' bodies and
unload the planes heavily damaged in
the accident. The ship itself needed
only minor repairs.

Clubhouse Solid Walnut Door
Is Memorial To Frances Miller
A s id walnut door has been designa and repairman with k'urdom's fured, co tructed, stained and fitted in-\ nituretand appliance Store and now
to the ‘past entrance of the Murray t‘ retired, designed the arhed door and
Wainarics Clubhouse by L.D. Miller its four windows.
and Grata Styles.
„ Working With the two ,nen was a
The Apr, representing more than
pedal committee frone the Zeta
100 hours of work, has been dedicated
to th`e memory of Miller's wife, the
#,-raiikes
ersoii7vfi1ir, TOT:IT
years 'a nikniber of the Zeta Department if the-Woman's Club, feorn-1946 to 1977.
,
Mrs Miller died Dec. 28, 1977,at the
age of 61 following a lengthy illness. j
An engraved plate bearing her name
and years in the club has been placed
tm-theinsideofthe-new doom.
Materials for the door, which
replaces an old, pine one, were purchased from funds- realized in
dividends from several stocks willed
tntillaclub from Mrs. Miller's estate.
Styles, for 38 years a maintenance

Department and composed of Marjorie Dunn, Katie Outland and Neva
Grey Allbritton.
Mrs. John ( Rebeccnh frvan and
Mrs. Otis H. Barbara) Erwin are cochairmen of the Zeta Department.

11.

.Ar

Health Department Schedules
Rabies Clinics At Several Sites
Rabies clinks at various locations Kirksey School; 1 'p.m.. Almo
throughout the county and at the Grocery _2 p.m., Dexter; 3 p.m.,
Calloway County Health 1)epartment Valley Drive-In; 4 p.m., East Y
will begin Wednesday, June 3, and
Grocery; 7 p.m., health department.
continue through Friday,June 5.
Thursday's schedule is: 9 a.m.,
AQcording to Barry Grogan, health_ Hazel School; 10_
drpa-rT.rn-e-nr FOItorllnentalist,--Thestr--8firerft9arr; New Providence;
clinics are scheduled,each year with p.m., Hamlin; 2 p.m., New-Concord
the local veterinarians and the health School; 3 p.m., Bonner's Grocery; 4
department personnel assisting in p.m., Donelson's Grocery; 5 p.m.;
each of the clinics. Kentucky law re- Burkeen's Grocery; 7 p.m., health
quires that dogs and cats be vac- department.
The schedule for Friday is: 9 a.m.,
cinated for rabies.
Midway; 10 a.m., Crossland; 11 a.m.,
The fee for the clinics will be $3 per Morton's
Store; 1 p.m., Sinking Sprpet.
ing Church; 2 p.m., Lynn Grove; 3
The schedule for Wednesday is: 9 p.m:, Brown's Grove; 4 p.m.. Cola.m.4fenny; 10 a.m.i.Stells; 11 a.m., dwater; 7 p.m., health department

NEW CLUBHOUSE DOOR: The new, all-walnut east entrance door
at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse is admired by the men who made
it, L.D. Miller, left, and Grant Styles, along with Mrs. John (Rebecca)I,van, co-chairman of the Zeta Department of the Woman's Club. The
door was built and fitted in memory of Miller's wife, the late Frances
E. Miler„for 31 years a member of the club.
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By RAINEY APPERSON

The recent "Miss U.S.A." Housekeeping, was one of from the head." This adds
beauty contest drew the the twelve judges. I must say softness with lapgth ranging
most beautiful contestants to he picked a winner with from at the shoulder to
this type event. Can you ever "Miss Ohio." John Mack above the ear.
+++
remember seeing a more wasin church at First ChriSc
Leslie Homra, a senior at
beautiful assembly of young tian in Murray,recently with
girls. You could go into any his mother, Martha, and the Vanderbilt University, is
beauty shop, barber shop or rest of his family. Isn't it ex- back packing across Europe
the grocery store and ask, citing to have a home town
"Who was your favorite in boy do well in the Big Apple.
+++
the "Miss U.S.A." contest
Dick, daughter
Anna
Lee
and they might answer,
No man has learned any"Miss Indiana, Miss Califor- of Wanda and Joe Dick, is a thing rightly until he knows
nia, or even the disbarred, recent graduate of Duke and feels that every day is
University, over at Chapel doomsday." — Thomas
Miss New York."
Our own John Mack Hill, North Carolina. Lee An- Carlyle.
na is going to work a year
Doomsday is a long way
Carter, editor of Good
before she goes on to off when one's finesses are
working. However, one canmedical school.
not always assume that a
+++
Robin Ray and Kevin Ray, successful finesse has
The biggest bangs
daughter and son of Kay and worked.with
those finesses
come
Rob Ray, have decided to that only appear to be workmigrate to Florida. Robin is ing. Look over today's slam
job hunting in Daytona and for a good example.
1
Declarer ruffed the first
Kevin is trying to get a job at
Disney World in Orlando. diamonds, drew trumps and
Cennal tr • 7513314
then led the club jack for a
Good luck, kids.
"winning finesse." At least
+++
that's what East wanted
This past week has been him to think.
Bennie's Tennis Camp for
Declarer took the bait and
Little Ole' Ladies in Murray. repeated the club finesse
Coach.Purcell and his staff and this time East won his
have werked with all of us on king. Declarer ruffed the
our ground strokes, volleys diamond exit but now there
was no entry to dummy's
and serves. Bennie is to Mur- good clubs. Eventually West
ray tennis what Johnnie Car- got a spade trick and the
7 - 15.9:10
son is to NBC - what would slam went one down.
Was declarer unlucky in
we do without him??
that East made a good play?
+++
Lightning hair, curls and East did well to refuse the
king, but declarer
waves are back into fashion. club
have never taken
should
Straight sleek hair made a that second finesse. After
the
with
big hit in fashion
East ducks the club king,
preppy look, but it is not ver- declarer should avoid the
satile enough to cover all the search for an overtrick in
clubs and should play
fashion moods now.
TEE romm rib .
la TH MIT tS RAU —'
The summer hair fashion dummy's club ace instead.
Next he tries the spade
gLAZIllv
requires curls, waves, finesse
and when this loses,
gliDDLfs
volume and braids for more he makes his slam.
•versatility. The best way to
Why take a spade finesse
describe the new mood is to when a club finesse seems
say, "curl movement away to have worked? One simple

THE ACES

E =Min!

I

this summer with some of
her sorority sisters. The
girls are in Paris this week,
and hopefully they will get to
see Mel Purcell play in the
French Open. Mel is a day
court expert,and the French
Open is played on clay.

IRA G. CORN,JR.

1

reason. If the club finesse is
repeated and it fails, the
slam is likely to no down. If
6-14
NORTH
•1062
•K
32
•A Q 1094
EAST
•7 5 1
•2
*AKJ1175
•K 2

WEST
•Q 6 3
•6 4 3
* Q 96 1
653
•

SOUTH
•AKJ9
•AQJ10917
•

•is
Vulnerable: North-South.
Dealer South. The bidding:
South
21P
3*
6•

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
*
4•
Pass

East
3*
Pass
Pass

- ---s--"Stone-Merrell Wedding Planned
,
Mr. 4nd Mrs. Joe Pat
Stone of-Hazel announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their
youngest daughter, Rebecca
Lee, to David Dean Merrell,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Treva
W.Merrell of Paris,Tenn.
Miss Stone, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos Byars of Hazel, Mrs.
Elsie Bizzell of Almo, and
the late G. L. Stone, is a 1981
graduate of Calloway County
High School.
Mr. Merrell, grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Woodard Merrell of Puryear,Tenn.,and of
the late Mr.and Mrs. George
Paul, is a 1980 graduate of
Henry County High School.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, June 12, at 7
p.m. at the Shady Grove
Baptist Church in Tennessee. A reception will
follow at the Farm Bureau
Building in Paris,Tenn.
No formal invitations will
be sent. All friends and
relatives re invited to attend
the wedding and the reception.

Opening lead: Diamond four
the club finesse is refused
and the spade finesse fails,
declarer still has his 12
tricks and his vulnerable
slam.
Bid with Coro
South holds:

6-1-B

•7 5 4
•2
*AKJ 1075
•K 7 2
North South
2*
11, 2 NT

ANSWER: Three no trump.
Little future in rebidding
diamonds. Forget the honors
and collect a game.
Send bridge quesbons to The Aces.
PD. Boa 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225.
with sell-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply.

ell) HEALTH
Resting body uses energy
Chrsinut S1 •'53 3314

*Open Eve Nite*
Show Starts 8:15
s Thur. —
—
DOLLY PARTON

1.1 ran, 121 S • 753.3314

$5 A Carload Tues.

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
LAMB —
DEAR DR
Recently I tried to get a basal
metabolism test like you once
liggested to find out how
many calories I need I'm a
small woman with a weight
problem — you might say
short and fat I can't lose
weight on the diets most people gi%e me and I am sure it is
because I don't need as many
calories as other people I'm

told that the BMR test that
used to be done is not done
anymore Do you have any
other suggestions?
DEAR READER — You
are referring to my observation that if your doctor knows
how much oxygen your body
uses at rest he can calculate a
minimal daily calorie requirement for you. It is based on
knowing that people in a fast-

SAVE50%
ON THESE

prp _91ALS

7 DAYS A
WEEK

ing resting basal state will use
4.825 calories for each liter of
oxygen the body consumes.
There is a specific amount of
oxygen needed per calorie
liberated from a person's
food. This is not new information, but solid physiological
knowledge of metabolism.
We use energy just to support our body functions at
rest. This is your basal metabolism (not basal metabolic
rate which is an expression
related to your body surface
or skin area). An average
adult male at rest will use
about 1,500 calories at rest
during the 24-hour day. The
rest of the energy your body
needs is for activity, whether
it is work or play or even such
things as brushing your teeth.
The oxygen consumption
under basal conditions can be
measured by a pulmonary
function laboratory or any
number of cardiovascular laboratories that do exercise
testing. By calculating the
oxygen consumption for 24
hours from such a test and
then multiplying by 24, you
will know how many calories
your body should use at rest
for 24 hours. Clearly, if your
diet is restricted to that level.
any physical effort at all
should result in using stored
calories such as body fat. An
oxygen consumption measurement helps to provide facts
about what the individual
needs for calories.
You shouldn't restrict your
calories too much too long as
that can be unhealthy. I am
sending you The Health Letter
number 4-7. Weight Losing
Diet, to provide you the basics
of a plan you can follow. Others who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long,
stamped. self-addressed envelope for it to me, in care of
this newspaper. P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station. New
York, NY 10019. It is a good
idea to exercise while you are
dieting, particularly if you are
small and need to restrict
your calories a great deal to
lose weight.

Miss Rebecca Lee tone
and David Dean Merrell
1P• 4.•

,
SP. fts

IISPITAL NEWS
505 South Eighth Street,
5-22-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS Murray; Mrs. McKellar
Jones, baby boy (Cathy) Paschall, Rt. 1, Hazel; Mrs.
Silvia M. Watson, Rt. 1, ClinFtt. 3,Box 335, Murray.
Geary, baby boy (Karen) ton.
Rt. 8,Box 128, Benton.
Rushing baby boy (Victoria) Rt. 1, Box 360-A, CotPATIENT Al'PADUCAH
tage Grove,Tenn.
Donnie Hendrix of Murray
Schiller, baby boy (Mar- has been dismissed from
tha) Rt. 9,Box 482,Benton.
Lourdes Hospital,Paducah.
DISMISSALS
Carl Martin, Ett. 1, MurHOSPITAL PATIENT
ray; Mrs. Connie G. Bivin
Etna Story of Almo has
and baby boy, Rt. 3, Benton; been a patient at Lourdes
Bobby G. McNutt, 210 Fair- Hospital, Paducah.
view Drive, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Belinda G. Seavers, Rt.
1, Water Valley; Donald F.
Hendrix, 306 North Fourth
Street, Murray; Robert F.
Herndon,Rt.5, Murray.
Mrs. Eulala Boyd, 1704
West Olive Street, Murray;
Phillip A. Thurman, 57
Shady Oaks, Murray; Mrs.
Carolyn J. Lawrence, Rt. 1,
Calvert City; David Mark
Rhodes, 201 L. P. Miller,
Murray; Kathy A. Pauer, 81
Shady Oaks, Murray;
Richard A. Story, Rt. 1,•
Sedalia.
Nick A. Swift, 1303 Story
Avenue, Murray; Mrs.
Shirley A. Smith, 820 South
Ninth Street, Murray; Mrs.
Josephine Warren, Box 1063,
Paris, Tan.; Mrs. Mary E.
Parrish, Rt. 5, Murray;
Charles H. Houston, Rt. 3,
Murray; Steve Shelton, Rt.
6, Mayfield; Cecil E. Orten,
Rt. 2, Murray.
Mrs. Vara Dublin Hurd,
202 Waterfield Street, Clinton; Dempsey J. B. Barber,
Royal Ridge Apt. Bl,
Fulton; Mrs. Loyola 0.
Page, 320-B Irvan Avenue,
Murray; Thomas N. Parker,

.1/

•

.•

DINNERS
I NCLUDE:
BAKED POTATO•
or FRIESALL YOU CAN EAT
SALAD BAR
&STOCKADE
TOAST

SIRLOIN STOCKADE®
Prices good at participating Sirloin Stockades

Bel-Air Shopping Center

DEAR READER — That is
large enough. I don't approve
of popping large doses of zinc
on your own. That may be a
good way to increase your
chances of developing fattycholesterol deposits in your
arteries and increase your
risk of heart attacks and
strokes. A good study from
the University of New Mexico. published in the Journal of
the American Medical Association, October 24-31. 1980.
showed that men taking large
doses of zinc had a significant
decrease in the high density
"good cholesterol" level in the
blood. This is thought to
increase vascular disease.
Everyone does need zinc.
Most people get it unless there
is a problem in absorption or
increased use as in tumors.
The best dietary sources of
zinc are meat, liver, eggs and
seafood, oysters in particular.
The Recommended Daily
Dietary Allowance for zinc is.
only 15 mg.

We are pleased to
announce that Susan
Nance, bride-elect of
Charles Amos has selected their china and accessories from our complete bridal registry.
Susan and Charles
will be married June
25th.

4

The Showcase
75341541

4

121 Ely-Pass
0

'
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NOM KIEV

I would like to express sincere appreciation to those who
voted for me, and to
every one who assisted
in my campaign in any
way and to my family
for their help and support.

Thank You,
Holmes Ellis

CK
ATE
'5 REB
CHE
HURRY! OFFER GOOD
MON., JUNE 1ST THRU SAT. JUNE 6TH
Immo mom Immo mom Immo mum'COUPON-CHECK'=III III=
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Sat., June 6th

DEAR DR. LAMB — In one
of your columns you told
where people can get zinc in
larger tablets. The largest I
can get is 50 mg.
r-,
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OPEN MON.-FRI.
9.30 A.M.-8:30 P.M.
SATURDAY, 10 A.M.-6 P.M

CARDINAL POINT
SHOPPING CENTER
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Civic Music Association
Hae Organizational Meet
The Murray Civic Music
Association
held
its
organizational meeting for
1981-82, the 23rd consecutive
year, on May 21 with Betty
Lowry,president, presiding.
Committee assignments
for the upcoming season
were made by Mrs. Lowry.
Bruce Smith, vice president
for programming, recommended concerts for the
year. The membership instructed Smith to proceed
with negotiating contracts
'for the season's program.
Carole Hahn, secretary,
read the minutes, and Neva
Grey Allbritten, treasurer,

Community Events Listed

Monday,June 1
Monday,June 1
gave her.report.
workshop of First
Quilting
parScouts
will
Local Cub
Several committee
Presbyterian Church will be
day
Scout
in
a
Cub
ticipate
meetings were scheduled for
Mayfield-Graves held at the home of Mrs. Zefmaking further plans for the camp at
Park starting at 9:30 fie Woods at 7 p.m.
County
1981-82 season.
a.m. The camp from 9:30
Recovery, Inc., will meet
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. will con7:30 p.m. at the Health
at
tinue through Friday. For inNorth Seventh and
Center,
formation call 753-7570 or
Olive Streets.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
753-1219.
Glen Cossey of Murray
First Baptist Church
Route 1 was dismissed May
Women's Groups will meet
15 from the Community
Summer Reading Contest as follows: Lottie Moon with
Hospital, Mayfield.
for children in grades one Mrs. Allen McCoy at 7 p.m.
through six will start today and Kathleen Jones with
HOSPITAL PATIENT
at the Calloway Public Miss Lorene Swarm at 7:15
Dismissed May 16 from Library.
p.m.
the Community Hospital,
Mayfield, was Gene Jourden
Murray Lodge No. 105
Local Chapter of Make Toof Murray.
day Count, support group for Free and Accepted Masons
persons living with life- will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
threatening Masses, their lodge hall.
family members, and other
Community Chorus is
interested persons, will be at
7 p.m. on the third floor 'scheduled *.- oce‘‘e...e at 7:30
education unit of Murray- p.m. at tt..!•talloway Public
Library.
Community Room of the Calloway County Hospital.
North Branch of the PeoplesBank with Mrs. Tommy
Phillips and Mrs. Ronald
Phillips as hostesses.
On May 16 a barbecue supDealt,
per was held for Miss
Maupin and Mr. Crass at the
home of Mr.and Mrs. Walter
Apperson, 1511 Chaucer
Drive, with Mr. and Mrs.
Wells Purdom, Jr., Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Homra, Mr. By Abigail Van Buren
and Mrs. Hunt Smock, Dr.
and Mrs. Hal Houston, Mrs.
Mary Jane Jackson, and Mr.
and Mrs. Apperson as hosts
and hostesses.
The home of Mrs. Barry
DEAR ABBY: You were way off base with your answer to
Joseph was the scene of a the fellow who was bowlegged and miserable. It was no help
shower held on May 12 with to tell him to thank God he had legs! What about people who
Mrs. Joseph, Mrs. Lynn want nose jobs'? Do you tell them to thank God they have
Pace, Mrs. Kim Grogan,and noses?
Ruth Gordon, the actress. appeared not long ago on a talk
Ms.Sheila Cain as hostesses.
A luncheon was held on show and told the world she had had surgery to correct her
May 23 at Dakota Feed & bowed legs. She even lifted her skirt to display the results!
Then there was a ti-foot model on TV named Veruschka
Grain with Mesdames
who thought her feet were too long, so she had an operation
Thomas Emerson III, John to shorten her toes.
Gregory, Bennie Simmons, Sarah Miles came on the Johnny Carson show and told
James Boone, Gene Landolt, Row she was self-conscious because her ears stuck out, so
Ray Broach, A. B. Crass, she had a plastic surgeon pin them closer to her head.
That bowlegged fellow doesn't have to "accept- his
and Ken Harrell as
deformity. He should find an orthopedic surgeon who will
hostesses.
straighten his legs.
DISAPPOINTED IN you

Monday,June 1
American Agricultural
Movement will meet at 7
p.m. at- the Wheeler's Feed
and Supply at Highway 94
west of Pilot Oak.
Front Porr'v
- 4Swing is
schedulrococractice at 7
p.m. at .ile First Christian
Church.
Tuesday,June 2
Gladys Williamson Circle
of Sinking Spring Baptist
Women will have a salad
supper at 7:30 p.m. at the
home of Tammy Paschall.
All women from graduating
seniors to age 35 are invited.

Miss Maupin, Mr. Crass
Are Honored At Events

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for
Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at
the lodge hall.

Miss Krista Maupin, June
6th bride-elect of the Gary
Lester Crass, has been complimented with several
prenuptial events. They include the following:
A miscellaneous shower
was held on April 27 at the

Group II of the First Christian Church CWF will meet
at 2 p.m. with Martha Carter
with Lucille Austin and
as
Pickard
Lessie
cohostesses. Betty Riley will
give the program and Sarah
Van Meter will give the
devotion.

5% OFF
The Factory
Advertised Price
Big Soloction
of

Keepsake
Wedding
Sets
W.
Furches
Jewelry
Mast Reduce
Our hiveatery

Coon Square

Saga of Bowlegs No
Straight-Line Plot

ommunitv Choru
Will Not Rehearse

DEAR DISAPPOINTED: I certainly shot from the
hip on that one. Read on:

The Community Chorus
will not have a rehearsal
tonight (Monday) at the
Calloway Public Library,according to Dr. Irma Collins,
director.
Rehearsals for the Chorus
will resume at a later date
and members will be notified
of the rehearsal hour, Dr.
Collins said.

DEAR ABBY: This is I 9SI, and so much progress is being
made in the field of medicine and surgery that medical
students are being told that only one-fourth of what they
will learn in medical school today will be up-to-date medical
procedures by the time they graduate!
Bowed legs can be straightened out by "Rolling." Many
movie stars have had it done. One of Charlie's Angels
appeared on the Mery Griffin show and said she used tt
have bowed legs, but now she has two of the straightest legs
you could ever hope to find — thanks to Rolfing!
I'm sorry you will have to eat crow on this one, but you
gave the bowlegged kid a bum steer.
ANTHONY S. PEPPE JR.

REVIVAL SERVICES
To Begin
June 2nd, 7:30 Each Evening
At
MAYFIELD TABERNACLE
N. 5th & Housman

Tuesday, June 2
Wednesday,June 3
Homemaker
Training
Rabies Clinics by the
School
lesson
on Calloway County. Health
"Understanding the Han- Department will
start at 9
dicapped" is scheduled.
a.m, with stops at Penny.
Stella, Kirksey School, Alm°
Men's Prayer Breakfast of Grocery.
Dexter, Valley
First United Methodist Drive-In,
and _East Y
Church will meet at 7 a.m.
Grocery until 5 p.m. at the
Health Center at 7 p.m.
Returning Students
United, an organization for
Murray -Calloway Senior
older college students who Citizens will leave at 8 a.m.
have returned to school, will for a trip to Opryland USA.
meet at 11:30 a.m. in the Nashville, Tenn.
For inforThoroughbred Room of the mation call 753-0929 or 753University Center. For infor- 8274.
_
mation call Margarita
Special interest lesson on
Marsden at 753,4. 646 or after
5 p.m. call 759-1065.
"Counted Cross Stitch on
Towels" will be held at 9-30
Parents Anonymous will in.
at the County' Extension
meet at 6:30 p.m. For infor- Office.
209 Maple Street.
mation call 753-5995 or 4354385.
Group D of Ladies Beginning Tennis of Murray Country Club will play from 6 to 8
p.m. at the club.
-First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
10 a.m. at the church.

Murray TOPS take off
Free blood pressure check pounds sensibly Club will
will be from 12 noon to 2 p.m. meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
at the Seventh-Day Adven- Center.
tist Church, South 15th and
Wednesday,June 3
Sycamore Streets.
Salem Baptist Church
WMU is scheduled to meet at
Officers of Women's Guild 7 p.m. at the church.
of St. Leo's Catholic Church
will be installed at the
Meeting of the Murraymeeting at 12 noon at DeVan- Calloway County Ministerial
ti's. All members and guests Association has been
are invited.
postponed until the third
Wednesday.
Dorothy Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
Overeaters Anonymous
meet at 10:30 a.m. at the will meet at 12 noon in the
home of Mrs. G. M. Knight.
basement of the Baptist StuFirst Baptist Church WMU
will meet at 7 p.m at the
church with Mrs. Judy
Grogan to speak on "Listening in Witnessing." Note
change in time.

dent Center, Waldrop and
Chestnut Streets.

Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Alcoholics Anonymous will
Douglas at 12 noon.
meet at 8 p.m. at the west
end of the Livestock and Ex- Mission groups of Chem
position Center.
Corner. Baptist Church arc
Senior Citizens Centers scheduled to meet at the
will be open as follows: Dex- church at 7 p.m.
-ter at 9:30 a.m.; Hazel and
Flint Baptist Church misDouglas from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.; Ellis from 10 a.m. to 3 iion groups are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
p.m

DEAR ANTHONY: I wrote to Paul Solomon, associate producer of the Mery Griffin show, and asked
him about "Rolfing." His reply:
DEAR ABBY: How can you call yourself a Californian
and know nothing about Rolfing? Have you also not heard
about the isolation tanks that feature 800 pounds of epsom
salts?
Rolfing is a technique of muscle massage and manipulation, developed by one Dr. Ida P. Rolf. She claimed all
kinds of miraculous transformations, and I'm sure bowlegs
was among them.
PAUL

Lynda of Falls Church says
was always that tittle
t overweight. 10 pounds
to be exact I tried many fad
diets Some of them worked most of
them did not None of them kept it'Slowly but surely the weight crept back
During one of my trial and error diets.
watched a friend lose 55 pounds at the
Diet Center. I was impressed by her enthusiasm and decided to give itto try
Five weeks later, I had lost 18 pounds
Thanks to Diet Centers Maintenance program I have successfully kept my ideal
weight Now everyone is ask Ina me what
is my secret I say, 'It's no secret, its the
Diet Center
Lose 17 to 25 pounds or more in six
weeks We offer Daily Private Counseling
No Liquid Protein
1rWe are a national organization Die1—TT
Coast to Coast Call the closest
counselor for a no obligation consultation
No Shots, No Drugsdiutrlhonally Sound and
Doctor Approved.
THE lOsmi
,
"40
'43‘"

a

D+

DIET 44-,
CENTER

Walnut Plaza - Suite, 203
5th & Walnut
Murray, Ky.

DEAR ABBY: Regarding the letter signed BOWLEGGED
AND MISERABLE: There is a surgical procedure called
"Coventry osteotomy- in which the bone is cut below the
knee, a section is removed, and the bone is then reattached
to straighten the leg. The procedure is done separately, with
approximately nine months between each leg operation.
If you were to research this particular operation with an
orthopedic surgeon, you would find that it is done for
reasons other than cosmetic
to prevent degenerative
arthritis in later years, for exam\ple.
E.A.W. IN LA.

ii

You're never too yufung or too old to learn how to
make people like you. Get Abby's new booklet of
practical advice. Send $1 and a stamped (35.cents),
self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Popularity, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Summer 131
Gymnastics
•Recreational Gymnastics
*Competitive Gymnastics

Tumbling _
•Cheerleading

44..
753-0129 MURRAY
1 N. GYMNASTIC
CENTER

HOSPITA I' VHF:\
Harlan Bowden of
has been dismissed
Lourdes Hospital. Pado,

lliss Hopkins Is Ilonorec
At Tea Held.
Horn(
Miss Lisa Hopkins. Junc
bride-elect of B. J. Mor•,, was honored with a tea
iatorday. May 9, at the
if Mrs. Dan Miller.
)Alley Drive.
The hostesses for the occasion IA • I r. Mrs. Miller, Mrs.
Rob Ray Mrs. Roy Weather1 y.. MHenry
r
Richardson,
Mrs. CHrlie Hargrove, Mrs.
Ted !...,wson. Mrs. Mike
Morgzo:. Mrs, Harold Jones,
Mrs. Keith Pace, Mrs
Harvey Dixon. and Mrs
Thomas I,o vett
The tea table was overlaid
with a cream lace cloth and
was centered with an arrangement of roses and
orange blossoms. Crystal
and silver appointments

were used
Corsages were
to the honoree, her
Mrs. Jerry Hopkins.
4ra ndniother,
Hopkins, and the g'
elect's mother. N'IrF
Morris.
\Ari!

I

LEASING
I

in' I \I

11 1 I!'''

MicFIN
1111'it 71Ic

lmern-an 1rail/11dg
\a.kIndle. 1 \
(,I5-_'d 5'Hi
Night.Huntington 901.986-833.2

settler.)

Getting
made simple.

New-town dilemmas fade
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.

II ej('iirme'd U (14.;,,n
nge King 492-8348

I•tormr116..1 ism

Mary !lamtiton 753-5570

You are invited to a
reception in honor of artist Bill Granstaff who
will visit our gallery on
Thursday, June 4, 1981,
from 2 p.m. until 5:30
p.m.

DEAR READERS: So now you have it, friends.
Mother Nature is definitely not the last word. You
don't have to go through life bowlegged, knockkneed or pigeon-toed. The miracles of modern medicine have changed all that. You sure could have
fooled me!

Registration Tues. June 2
4 P.M. Thru 8 P.M.

Ladies day events at
Oaks Country Club voi'
elude golf v,ith Mary
as hostess and bridge
Henry Montgomery
hostess at 9 'M ;Iiii

For Your Pleasure,
We present the first of our
summer scheduled artist's
appearances.

DEAR PAUL: And now I am informed by orthopedic specialists who tell me that bowed legs should
be straightened not only for cosmetic reasons but for
therapeutic reasons. Read on:

LIFE MEANS
MORE TO
ME
NOW THAT
I'M LESS

Wednesday,June
Fourteenth annual I
George Hart Invitat
Golf Tournament wit;
held at the Murray Co!
Club with Diane VIM!.
and Pam Mavity in ch,
Tee off tune will be at 9

‘
slg
Ii

If you already know Bill, come by and say "Hello."
If you have not met the artist, now is the time to do
so. Bill has 33 prints to his credit, and almost all of
them are now 9ollectors items. Each person who
comes in to see Bill will receive a complimentary
decorator print. We will also be selling the artists
latest print, "Summertime." Bill will personalize
this or any other print you may already have,so
come on in and give Bill the greatest welcome he
has yet experienced.
ABOUT THE ARTIST...
After 3 years in the Air Corps in WW ii Bill Granstaff attended
the Kansas City Art Institute, majoring in painting. Upon
graduation he did post-graduate work at the American
Academy of Art in Chicago. Listed in "Who's Who in American
Art,""Something About the Illustrator," and "The International
Biography," Cambridge, England, he has worked in art studios,
advertising agencies, publishing houses, was an instructor at
the Famous Artists School, and spoilt many years as free-lance
illustrator, A commercial pilot and amateur ham radio operator
(WA4BTL). Bill now maintains his own studio in Princeton, Ky.
and devotes his time to painting.

The Blackford House
Dixieland
Center

Gallery

Chestnut
St.

517

sir
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Automobile Quiz
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Gasoline prices have dropped in recent months, but motorists heading
for summer vacations will find that
filling up the tank still takes a big
chunk of the travel dollar and stretching mileage is as important as ever.
More than seven years of shortages
and soaring prices, started by the 1973
Arab oil embargo, have made many
Americans familiar with the basics of
saving gasoline. The more you learn,
however, the more you can save.
Here is a quiz to test your
knowledge. It is based on information
from the Highway Users Federation.
The questions come first; the answers
are below.
I. Which cuts mileage the most? (a
dirty air filter . b misfiring spark
plug c sticky carburetor.
2. What is the most fuel-efficient
way to cool a car on the open
highway? a open the interior vents
and vent windows ib open the side
windows IC turn on the air conditioning.
3 True or false: Carrying a bag of
sand in the trunk of a rear-wheel drive
car increas s gas mileage by improvin.g traction and forward momentum.
4. Driving at 55 mph instead of 70
mph increases gas mileage by ( at 60
percent ( bi 40 percent Cc 20 percent
7 percent.
5. To save fuel, shut off the engine if
you are going to idle tai any time at
all b more than 20 seconds ( c more
than one minute.
6. True or false: It is more fuelefficient to carry loads on a roof-top
ItUSini,ss
NEW YORK AP)
Day by day,
the U.S. inflation outlook appears to
(A• brightening. ,
"I'lie runaway rise in the price of oil
)
given way to spotty declines.
Horne prices, after years of doubledig!t increases, have levelled off in
the past year and a half.
i.ate last week, the Department of
iriculture reported that farm prices
declined in May for the fifth con:iecutive month. That news, while
hardly cheering to farmers, did prompt USDA economists to lower their
projections of the increase in retail
hod prices this year.
•
An index of commodity futures
prices compiled by the Commodit
Research Bureau Inc. has been in
steady decline since last November.
failing about 14 percent in six months.
The dollar, meanwhile, has climbed
in value against most leading foreign
currencies. In theory at least, that
means downward pressure on prices
of goods from abroad.
The effects of all these
developments have begun to show up
in the consumer price index, which
rise at single-digit annual rates in
both- March and April. A growing
umber of economists forecast more
• the same in the months ahead.
!lopes have even begun to spring up
that the decline of the inflation rate
might gather momentum as it pro,:•e Ms downhill. Whatever the faults of
the consumer price index as a
measure of inflation, analysts say, it
H important because it is so widely
recognized.
Lower reported increases in the index, it is said, could well lead to a
ri,duction of inflationary expectatif ms, which are themselves an import: nt contributor to the problem.

luggage rack which distributes weight
equally through the car frame than to
carry them in the trunk over the rear
axle.
7. The most fuel-efficient way to
start a car is to ( al let the engine
warm up for a minute before driving
( 1)) start driving immediately, going
slowly for the first mile or so I C) start
driving immediately in a normal
fashion.
The answers:
1. ( c I A sticky carburetor can cut
the number of miles you get to the
gallon by three. A misfiring spark
plug costs two miles to the gallon and
a dirty air filter one mile.
2. ( a) Open vents don't drain power
from the engine. Air conditioning cuts
fuel efficiency by 10 percent to 20 percent and the wind resistance created
by open side windows can cost just as
much.
3. False. Unnecessary weight cuts
mileage by at least 1 percent for every
100 pounds you are carrying.
4. CI Driving at 55 mph instead of
70 increases fuel efficiency the
average automobile by about 20 percent.
5. ( c Restarting uses less gasoline
than one minute's idling, but more
than only a few seconds of idling.
6. False. The key to the answer is in
wind resistance, not in how the weight
is distributed. Bulky luggage on top of
the car increases wind resistance and
cuts mileage.
7. lb You can warm the engine up
without harming it by starting to
move immediately, then going slowly
for a mile. Idling the engine without
moving just wastes fuel.
By CHET CURRIER
AP Business Writer
On a tangible level, smaller increases in the CPI would mean
smaller cost-of-living increases in
wages and benefits for many workers
and pension recipients whose checks
are pegged to the index.
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hEARTliNE
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have
a question or a problem not answered
in these columns, write to Heartline,
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt
reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 78 years old,
and am going to be making out my
will with my attorney next month. I
have two children living, but my wife
is deceased. My children and I, sadly
to say, have not had good relationships, and I have seen neither of them
for over 10 years. I do have one grandson that I am very fond of, and I think
he feels the same for me. I have not
talked with the attorney yet, but I

Marriage Ethics

services of an attorney, you may be
under the false impression that the
&awing of a will is long and involved
and costly, where, in most cases, it is
a simple and quick matter, and very
inexpensive.
In most cases, you can pick up a
sample will form at your attorney's
office, so that you can have all the information ready for him/her at your
first meeting,thus saving more time.
HEARTLINE: I purchased a
Medicare supplement insurance
policy from a salesman who came to
my home. After receiving a copy of
the policy, I can see readily that the
salesman did not tell me the truth
apout the coverage. What should I do?
M.H.
ANSWER: You should write a letter
to your state insurance commission
containing all the pertinent information and inclose a copy of the policy,
and give the salesman's name and address, if possible. You should also contact the salesman or company and
cancel the policy, if it is not what you
want

would like to have all of my property
sold, my few bills paid, funeral expenses paid, give $5,000 to my grandson, and leave the rest to my favorite
charity. Is there ever a problem in
leaving the bulk of your estate to a
charity,and is it legal? K.E.
ANSWER: This is one of the many
reasons that we have always advised
that persons see a lawyer in having
their will written. Laws are different
in each state, and your attorney will
be familiar with the ones in your
state.
When there are immediate surviving relatives of the deceased, some
states restrict the percent of the
estate which may be left to charity.
For instance, California restricts it to
one-third and New York to one-half.
Again, we cannot over-emphasize
the importance of having your will
drawn by an attorney. Even if your
estate is quite small, you would want
to be assured that your final wishes
are carried out and that they meet the
laws and requirements of the state. If
you feel that you cannot afford the

Letters To The Editor

By TOM RAUM
givers."
"Such gifts are not extended for a
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — What kind business purpose nor should they be
of wedding presents do they get when construed as posing a conflict of ina General Motors lobbyist marries a terest or interfering with the imparcongressman who heads the House tial judgment of official duties,"
committee that oversees the auto in- Dingell said.
'the committee agreed, even though
dustry"!
You won't find the answer in the Rep. Barber Cona,ble, R-N.Y., asked
Congressional Record or in House whimsically: "Did he request permisfinancial disclosure reports, the • sion from us to get married?"
Dingell's office won't say what the
House ethics committee has decided.
It went along unanimously with couple received beyond an assertion
Rep. John Dingell's request that he be by aide Bob Howardthat,"They got a
exempted from House rules that, lot of gifts," and that an automobile
otherwise would have required him to
was not among them.
report all gifts worth $100 in connecBy contrast, another recently wed
tion with his May 16 marriage to member of Congress, Rep. Robert
Deborah A. Insley, a GM lobbyist and Garcia, D-N.Y., listed all his wedding
heir to the Fisher body fortune.
gifts in the Congressional Record —
She still works in GM's governmen- including four "Yugoslaian wine
tal affairs office in Wasington, glasses," an illuminated electric
although . she has cancelled her clock and — frovcolleague Rep. Edward J. Derwin&, 9-111. — a pewter
registration as a lobbyist.
Dingell,
wrote 1W ethics candy dish.
panel that the wedding was. "a perGarcia, who married his press
sonal one-time event" with nothing to secretary, said he opted for full
disclosure because a congressman's
do with his job.
Listing the value and source of wed- "personal affairs cannot be separated
ding presentslwould be a burden that from official duties."
held the "potential of causing embarassment to well-meaning gift

‘caRAFT111111
I.

Democratic Party with the socalled
McGovern reforms of the early 1970's
which were intended to diminish the
power of such old-line bosses as
Mayor Richard Daley of Chicago, who
reformers viewed as one of the
villains of the 1968 Democratic convention.
By the 1972 convention that
nominated then-Sen. George
McGovern for president, Daley was
refused a seat as a delegate.
McGovern carried only one state
against Richard M. Nixon but his
reforms lived on.
Now, the Democrats' 1980 debacle
at the polls has spurred calls for returning presidential politics to the politicians. Most of the discussion centers
on finding ways to lessen the physical
strain of primary campaigps.
Former President Ford was in
Washington recently and joined those
calling for regional primaries held
over a shorter time span than the current season that opens with the New
Hampshire primary in February and
ends the first week in June.
Sen. Robert Packwood, R-Ore., advocates dividing the nation into five
regions.
But some advocates of reform want
more basic changes than regional
primaries.
Sen. Gary Hart,9-Cob., is pushing
an elaborate proposal for e series.of
caucuses that would begin on the
precinct level and move through state
conventions at which delegates would
be chosen for a national convenlon.
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An AP News Analysis
By DONA ID M.ROTHBERG
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — As certain
as there are presidential elections
every four years, they are followed by
complaints from the participants that
the process is too long, is inhumane
and robs voters and candidates alike
of the opportunity to have any rational
discussion of the issues.
The complaints prompt quadrennial, bipartisan cries for reform. But
as surely as the system is changed,
later-day reformers will see the need
to unravel the work of their
predecessors.
A decade ago the demand was for
more democracy, a greater role for
the people in choosing presidential
candidates; it was time to end the
dominance of the bosses.
That demand led to more
pnmaries, which led to longer campaigns, which led to the -current call
for fewer primaries and,in the case of
the Democratic Party, moves to
return the politicians to a prominent
role in the nominating process.
Ironically, one of the unintended effects of the proliferation of primaries
was the render the nominating conventions meaningless as final rounds
in the battle-for the Republican and
Democratic nominations.
After 35 or more primaries, it is virtually certain that some candidate
will have. the strength-to assure him of
his party's nomination.
Dernbcracy came to the

10 Years Ago
Mrs. Gussie Adams who has served
for 30 years with the Selective Service
retired May 28 as executive secretary
of Local Board No. 10 of the Selective
Service in Calloway County.
Deaths reported include Kimbely
M.McMillen,2
Roger Mitchell,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Mitchell, who is now serving
with the U. S. Air Force at Plattsburgh, New York, has been promoted to the rank of sergeant.
Army Pvt. James S. Smith, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James P.Smith, recently completed eight weeks of basic
training at Fort Campbell.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Miller on May 27, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Michael Bowerman on may 28, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs.Dan Poyner on May 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Smith announce
the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Elizabeth
Jean, to Gary Mason Schroader, son
of Mr. and Mrs. William Brooks
Schroader.
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Thanks For Response

Boy Scout Troop 77 of Murray
toured the Shiloh National Military
Park located at Pittsburg Landing on
the Tennessee River in Tennessee.
The grand opening of the McClard's
Shell Station at Sixth and Main Streets
will be held through June 3. Owners of
the firm are Joe McClard and Virris
Vickers.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Lampley and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. George Clark.
Janet Usrey was honored at a party •
in celebration of her fourth birthday
on May 27 by her mother, Mrs. Alvin
Usrey.
Elected as officers of the Murray
College High School Chapter of the
Future Business Leaders of America
were Judy Thomas, Danny Steely,
Judie Culpepper, Jackie Washer,
Judy Suiter, Pat King, Sandra Smith,
and Nore Winter.

30 Years.4go
Hafford Boyd, commissaryman second class, USN,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Boyd, is participating in intensive operational training aboard the
aircraft Carrier USS Saipan with the
Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean Sea.
PFC. Ted J. Barnett and PFC
Rupert Parks, Jr., have been
transferred from Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas, to Kansas State
Teachers College, Emporia, Kans.,
one of the civilian contract schools for
training to begin technical studies in
the air Training Command's Administration course.
Sue Nesbitt, Marthi\S6tt, Bobbie
Hutson, Sara Story, and Julia Fuqua,
members, and Martha Lindsey, advisor, of the Murray Training School
Chapter of the Future Homemakers of
America are attending the state FHA
meeting at Morehead.
Mrs. Bryan Tolley and Mrs. E. S.
Ferguson attended the national PTA
convention held at Miami,Fla.
Charles H. Oakley, Certified Public
Accountant, has opened his offices at
208 South Fourth Street, Murray.
Coffee is listed as selling for 79 cents
per pound in the ad for the Economy
Self Service Grocery.

Funeral Home and Coleman and
Dear Editor:
Frances McKeel. Other patrons inMore than 500 people have signed
cluded: Mrs. Robert Crenshaw, Mrs.
the register at the Religious Art Show
W. B. Graves, Kopperud Realty,
that has been on display at the
Parker Grocery, Mrs. A. C.
Calloway County Library during the
LaFollette, Mrs. Nina Craig, the Rev.
month of May. We want to thank all of
you for your gracious response to this Dr. and Mrs. Jerrell White, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Cartwright, the Rev. and
first venture into the religious motif.
Mrs. David C. Roos and the Murray
• Naturally we also want to recognize
our patrons that made the financial Art Guild. Purchase prizes of $150
prizes possible, the expenses of prin- each were provided by the Bank of
ting, and other minimal costs. Our Murray, the Murray Ledger and
patrons include: for water colors — Times,and the Peoples Bank.
Special thanks goes to Mrs.
1st prize of $100 was sponsored by Hutson Company, Inc. and the 2nd prize Margaret Trevathan and Gerry Reed
of $50 was provided by J. H. Churchill of the Library, Pastor Jay Brigham,
Funeral Home and Mr. Max Parker, the many hostesses for the show, the
County Attorney. For Oils — 1st prize
Murray Art Guild for their strong
$100 was offered by the Murray Elec- backing, WSJP, WNBS, and the extric System; and the 2nd prize — $50 cellent coverage by The Murray
sponsored by Michael A. Holton of *Ledger & Times,and especially to Mr.
Holton and Melugin Insurance.
Harry Cartwright who served as
For Acrylic — 1st prize $100 was Chairman of the committee for the
provided by the Friendship Class and show.
For even the Son of man came
Gleaners Class of 1st United
Appreciatively yours,
not to be ministered unto, but to
Methodist Church, the Mason's
David Roos, President,
minister and to give his life a raw
sons for many. Mark 10:45.
Chapel Methodist Church, and the
Murray-Calloway County
Memorial Baptist Church; 2nd prize
Ministerial Association
Just when we think the whole
of $50 was sponsored by the Murray
world should bow down to us, we
Branch, Hopkinsville Federal Savings
see Jesus as the perfect example for
and Loan.
life.
For Sketching — 1st Prize of $100
was offered by Boone's Laundry and Dear Editor
Cleaners and individuals of First
•I would like to publicly thank Dr.
Christian Church; 2nd prize,of $50 was Golberg and Dr. Charette for
made available by Max Churchill volunteering their time to conduct the
By The Associated Press
recent scoliosis (curvature of the
Today is Monday, June 1, the 152nd
spine) screening at the Murray Midday of 1981. There are 213 days left in
dle School.
Over 200 6th, 7th and 8th grade the year.
Today's highlight in history:
students participated in the screening
To the editor:
On June 1, 1973, Premier George
- a service we were very pleased to ofDo you believe in equal opportunifer our young people. In future years, Pa padopoulos of Greece abolished the
ty? Do you believe in the right for
only sixth grade students and refer- Greek monarchy.
quality education for all? Do you
On this date:
rals will be screened in what will
believe in quality care for children? Aecome an annual project at the MurIn 1533, Anne Boleyn was crowned
These basic rights are agreed upon by
queen of England.
ray Middle School.
all, but these rights are not being
In 1792, Kentucky joined the union
Sincerely,
observed by our community.
as the 15th state.
Margaret Franklin
What is equal opportunity when we
In 1796, Tennessee became the 16th
Screening Coordinator
have single parents who cannot afford
state.
an education to help secure a sucAnd in 1958, Gen. Charles de Gaulle
cessful career in order to provide adewas sworn in as premier of France.
quately for their children? Do these
Five years ago: A Syrian force of
people, and especially single parent
about 4,000 troops and 200 tanks invadDear Editor:
mothers, truly have an equal opporIn behalf of the Xi Alpha Delta ed Lebanon and advanced on Beirut to
tunity to attend our University? The
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi, I would capture Christian and Moslem posifactor which limits equaLopportunity
like to express our appreciation to Jo tions.
for a college education for many
Burkeen and The Murray Ledger & • One year' ago: About 300 CubatK,...7
women is the high cost of child care.
Times for the publicity- they _have- .refugees.riot.at F_ort_Chaffee Refugee_ _
Our organization, Returning
given us during our 50th anniversary Relocatioii Cefiter inUS.. Mate or
Students United, is interested in helpyear of sorority and to their Arkansas, wounding at least 15 law
ing develop a childcare service for
photographer for her services at our enforcement officials.
students of the University who have Silver Circle Ritual for
Today's birthdays: Health and
Rowena
children. If you are now attending
Human Services Secretary Richaad
Emerson:
Murray State University and would
We have had a very successful year Schweiker is 55. Pormer baseball star
use this service, or if you would attend and we appreciate the newspaper Dean Chance is 41.
MSU if this_service were available,• coverage that you have given us.
Thought for today: Education is the
please eolltbet us at 762-6851.
ability to listen to almost anything
Mary Graves
Nancye L. Beard
„
without losing your temper or your
Publicity Chairman ..__
1712 Wickham Way
self 'confidence. — Robert Frost,
'
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
Louisville,KY 40222
American poet (1874-1963)
Beta Sigma Phi

Bible Thought

Thanks To Doctors

Today In History

Equal Opportunity

Express Appreciation
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Farmer Wins Damage Suit

tobacco was demonstrated at the farms of Bobby Ward and Jimmy
Kelly last week. Ted Howard, county extension agent, and George
Everett, University of Kentucky tobacco specialist, are shown setting
greenhouse plant with a transplanter never before used in Calloway
County. The 13-day old tobacco plants were grown in a Florida
greenhouse. Howard said the method will save farmers money and
tabor in setting plants. The method will be evaluated by farmers for
consideration of future use.

100 11.

$8.00

100 lb. Pies 25` Sack Dept. $7.40

$8.50

We Now
Have Complete

Milling
Facilities

We help forecast your futures. At B.C. Christopher
we don't just report what comes off a newstope.
We're dealers in many of the cash commodities we
trade. And therefore better informed on the latest
market developments and trends..,information we
pass on to you.
We hove your future at hand. Our home office is
Kansas'City, and our specialist in western Kentucky, David Meredith, is located in Mayfield. Call
David at 502-247-1661 for the latest information
on profitable trading opportunities.

3
105

.One reason for each year we've traded commodities. Experience is our biggest commodity. In
fact, B.C. Christopher & Co. was founded in 1878
and that's 103 years of knowledge and expertise
to draw upon.
NMI=

Moil This Coupon Or Phone S02-247-1661
I
Send me my free copy of Grain & Livestock Perspective.
&P."cmnkties
;...--tend me.mv fret rept at
£h.1.
. market letter.
Send me more information on margins and commission.
Name:
firmTitle/Occupation:
Address:
City/State

lip.

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) —
Agricultural leader& in Kentucky and Indiana report
that farmers in both states
are seeing their crops and
profits erode because of a
rainy spring season.
And officials believe the
losses will continue to grow
as wet fields prevent
farmers from planting corn
and soybean crops worth
billions of dollars.
Heavy rains last week,
culminating with the storms
that lashed the state Saturday, caused serious crop
damage. Officials estimate
that $5 million in losses were
reported in Knox County,
Ind., where an estimated
125,000 acres of corn were
flooded.
"
In Henderson County,
where three inches of rain
was reported Saturday, the
amount of damage was priced at $14million.
William Hendrick, a farm
agent in Henderson County,

The
American
Agricultural Movement will
meet tonight(Monday) June
1, at 7 p.m. at the Wheeler's
Feed and supply at Highway
94 West near Pilot Oak.
Tommy Willis, president
of the AAM in Tennessee,
will be the guest speaker.
All interested persons ar
invited,a spokesman said.

said the planting season is
"one of the worse in recent
years." He said the crop conditions went from "such a
perfect situation to such a
horrifying condition in three
weeks."
Farmers in Henderson
County had planted about 80
percent of their corn before
they were halted by rains,
Hendrick said. The rainfall,
which totaled about 12 inches
this month before Saturday's
onslaught, has flooded more
than 50,000 acres of corn.
Flood damage in Kentucky
has also been reported in
Union, Ballard, Carlisle,
Crittenden, Fulton, Hickman
and McCracken counties, according to the Kentucky
Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Service in
Lexington.
Indiana farmers are beset
with a more serious planting
problem. At last report, only
30 percent of their corn crop,
coMpared to 95 percent at
this time last year, has been
planted.
Agronomists at Purdue
University are urging
farmers to use fastermaturing varieties of corn in
an effort to offset losses.
Earl Park, chief of the Indiana Crop & Livestock
Reporting Service, said
farmers could be losing two
bushels of corn per acre for
each day they are kept out of
the fields.
The worse damage in Indiana was reported in Knox,

Greene, Daviess and surrounding counties.
Max Myers, executive
director of Knox County's
ASCS office, said flood
waters covered 125,000 acres
of cornfields in which planting was almost 60 percent
completed. He said the county also suffered nearly $2
million-inerosion damage.

CRAWFORDSVILLE,Ind. the cows acted •*uneasy and "constantly kicked at the
'AP — A dairy farmer who anxious whenever they were machines. More than once a
cow bolted right through a
claims his cows got shocked milked."
He said the animals gate and out of the parlor."
every time they gave milk
has won a half-million-dollar
damage suit against the
manufacturer of his milking
equipment.
Attorneys for Babson
Murray-Calloway County Airport
Brothers Co. of Oak Brook,
Ill., producer of the "Surge"
Bill Williamson
brand milking parlors, said
they will appeal the $581,000
judgment awarded Leon Tippin of Putnam County.
Attorney Phillip J. Kappes
labeled the decision reached
Thursday in Montgomery
Circuit-Court as "ex essiv.e
and erroneous."
"The faster the cows gave
milk, the stronger a shock
they got," said Tippin, the
president of Tipstar Dairy
Co.
He claimed 30 of his 175
cows died before he
discovered the problem. The
death rite was four times
higher than what it should
have been for a herd that
• •
size, Tippin said.
He also contended reduced
milk production forced him
to sell 146 more cows than
normal, at a loss of $1,000
each.
Professional Landscape Service
The suit charged that milk
production from Tippin's
herd decreased soon after
the installation of the Babson
Brothers' equipment in June
Mon.-Sat. 8-5 Sun. 1-5
1975. It also contended that
407 N. 12th St.
improper grounding of the
Murray, Ky. 42071
milking machines was
A Phone 753-1725
responsible for administering the debilitating electric
'
11/
/ff01
1
shocks to the cows.
Tippin claimed until a
electrician made some
repairs in his milk parlor,

Has A Complete Line
Of Lawn Mowers & Tillers

Repair Service
For Lawn Mowers, Tillers,
Sprayers and Spray Pumps

Formerly Murray Warehousing
& Farmers Grain & Seed

LAN D BAN K
ofzuoy,,
Outpost Office

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT itt
SOYBEANS
V/

753-3404

At The

Murray
PCA Office Building
Hours:
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
If you y&ould like to disc uss long-term finaming talk
to

Grain
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY, KY.

We're alending
l

egelid. No other
lending institution has the specialized background
that we have. We're the Production Credit Association—specialists in agricultural credit and a part
of a nationwide system of PCAs with nearly 50
years experience. We serve the financial needs of
agriculture, only and have pioneered many new •
ideas in the field of ag credit.
Agricultural financing is a specialized business
and deserves special understanding. At PCA you'll
get the special attention and service you need in
financing your plans. When you deal with PCA,
you're working with a lending legend. •

-

Wel*.Mitcarnet'
leading landing hand.
10 Let's talk!

Jackson Purchase
PCA
641
North

Murray •

•

-

753-5602

With the purchase of
any Case Lawn
or Garden Tractor

Invest in Case. Share in
America. Buy any Case 8 or 10
hp Lawn Tractor and receive a
7_77:4 1-4491L-11.gigkeiad.042zer--14—
hp Garden Tractor (200, Series)

MiKeel
Equipment Co.

- - Receive a $150 U.S. Bond_
bAny 14, 16 ot_18 hp Garclen
Tractor (400 Series) — Receive
a $200 U.S. Bond.
We're adding value...A top
quality Case mower deck is

PM
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Sacred Heart Ends 3-Year Streak, 6-3, 6-0

Murray Reign Ends in
Girls Doubles Final

,

de5NGRAGULATING THE NEW CHAMPIONS — Candy Jackson and Starr Jones(right) of Murray shake hands
with Sacred Heart's Barbara Miller (left) and Chrissie Motsch after their 6-3, 6-0 loss in the girls Oale doubles
final Saturday.

By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
LEXINGTON, Ky. — The
long reign of state tennis
championships for the Murray High girls doubles teams
ended Saturday, and
perhaps it ended the only
way it could have.
After Candy Jackson and
Starr Jones had been
defeated, 6-3, 6-0, by Barbara Miller and Chrissie
Motsch of Sacred Heart in
the championship match,
they knew they had never
had a chance.
"I do not think they were
any better than us,"
Jackson, who still seemed to
be in a daze, said. "We just
played their game and did
what they wanted us to do."
Jackson and Jones were
lulled into the plans of Miller
and Motsch more easily
after having been taken
down for the count only to

Having missed her chance
for a fourth straight state
doubles title, Jackson just
shook her head in disbelief.
"It does not seem possible," she said. "I know if we
went right back out there, we
could beat them. After winning each year, I really expected to win again this
year. This is really a letdown."

bounce back so many times
in their semifinal win over
Wendy Brown and Susan
Sloane of Lexington Tates
Creek.
Once the championship
match swung toward Miller
and Motsch, the momentum
became irreversible.
The Sacred Heart team
was leading, 3-2, but was
trailing, 40-0, in the sixth
game of the first set. Suddenly, both Jackson and Jones
put weak volleys into the net,
and Miller came back with a
volley down the middle
between Jackson and Jones
to bring the game to deuce.

While Jackson and Jones
could not find the aggressiveness to take control
of the match, Miller and
Motsch had a lot to do with
returning the favor for
Sacred Heart's losses to
Murray in the state final the
After a second deuce,
last two years.
Jackson and Jones once
"I knew I would not have again put back-to-back
another chance at Candy volleys into the net and were
next year," Miller, who had not able to regain their intenplayed with different part- sity.
ners the past two years,said.
"We were not as fired up
"She was not as aggressive today as we were in beating
at the net as she has been.
Tates Creek," Jones said.

•••••••

"I had not thought about it,
but they had to be tired after
their semifinal match. We
just thought we would have
to start forcing them to
make mistakes."
Miller said that her new
partner, Chrissie Motsch,
had helped to complement
her game better than it had
been when Sacred Heart lost
in past years.
-Chrissie is strong in the
backcourt," Miller said.
"We just wanted to keep it as
far away from Candy as
possible. They got real nervous and would not come to
the net."
"We used to play together
when we were little,"
Motsch said about joining
Miller again in doubles.
For Jackson, the end to
her incredible string had
come after she had gone to
the state tournament since
she was in the seventh
grade.

Defending Champ,4 Former Winners In George Hart Field
The defending champion
and four former winners will
be in the field Wednesday
when the 14th annual ladies'
George Hart Tournament
begins at the Murray Country Club.
Mrs Vicki McLeary, a 29year-old mother of two and
the 1980 winner from Fulton,
has indicated she will be on
hand to defend her championship flight laurels in he
18-hole, medal-play affair.
A member of one of West
Kentucky's most widelyknown golfing families, she
posted a 74,one under ladies'
par to win the 13th renewal
of the prestigious tournament last year.
Her
most serious
challengers last year, both of
hom finished five strokes
hack with 79's, also will be
hack again this year for
inother shot at the coveted

Two of the area's top high
school players they are
Velvet Jones of Murray, the
1981 Kentucky girls' high
school champion, and Sandy
McGinty of Mayfield.
Wednesday, they will be
playing in the threesome
with Mrs. McLeary, teeing
off from the first tee at 9
a.m. in the shotgun-started
event.
Mary Jane Alford Park of
Paducah. a three-time winner of the tournament, winning in 1970, 1972 and 1978,
along it Mary Baine of
Sikeston, Mo., and the Oaks
Country Club, Murray, winner in 1976 and 1979, will lead
the former champions in the
field.
The other two are Jane
Ann Nall, the 1968 winner
from Mayfield and Betty
Vowel', themother of last
year's - champion and the
1971 winner. .

The other former winners,
none of whom will be competing, include: Mrs. Har-'
riett Jaeger, Jackson, Mo.,
the 1973 winner; Dr. Lea
Larson, Clarksville, Tenn.,
the winner in 1974 and 1975;
and
Nancy Howell,
Clarksville,the 1977 winner.
The ladies have been preflighted by handicaps into
four flights, including the
championship flight. The top
winners of each flight will
share in prizes valued at
several hundred dollars.
This year, prizes for low
and runnerup low net also
will be awarded. Special
events include a prize for the
fewest putts, a long drive
contest on he 18th hole and
closest to the pin on No. 2.
The winner of the championship flight also will
receive the traveling trophy
provided by the Bank of
Murray in memory of the

late George Hart, one of its
past presidents and for
whom the tournament is
named. •
A prominent civic leader,
Mr. Hart also was mayor of
Murray as well as an active
member of the club. His
widow, Mrs Lochie Hart,and
his daughter, Mrs. Gene
Landolt, both of Murray,
traditionally make -the
presentation.
Another special award —
the Dorothy Holland team
trophy — also will be
presented again this year. It
is provided by Alfred Lindsey, Jr., Murray jeweler, in
memory of his aunt, who was
an enthusiastic golfer and an
active member of the club
before her death.
The trophy goes to the four
players from any club whose
aggregate score is the lowest
of any similar group in the
tournament.

Top Seed Upset, 6-3, 6-1, In Boys State Final

Last year, it remained at
the home club' after Velvet
Jons, Inas Orr, Betty Jo
Pudom and Frances Hulse
posted a winning aggregate
score of 331.
Co-chairmen of this year's
event are Diane Villanova
and Pam Mavity. They are
being assisted by the ladies
making up the golf committee at the club.
The ladies' pairings and
their starting tees for
Wednesday's play are:

mins,Betty Lowry and Mary Bogard.
No. 7 - Virginia Everett, Veneta
Sexton, Donna Wear and Dorothy
Fike.
No.8- Lou Young, Dorris Thomas,
Faira Alexander and Inus Orr.
No. 9 - Jean Russell, Lois Jensen,
Libby Hays and Sue Lamb.
No. 9-Toni Hopson, Rita LaNeave,
Dot Harnbaugh and Joy Wyatt.
No. 10 - Connie Lamkin, Gladys
Heflin, Peggy Noel and Ada Roberts.
No. 11 - Joyce Wright, Carlene

Noah Upsets Vitas, Purcell Meets
Connors Today In French Open

PARIS (AP) — Yannick the French crowd, as
Noah, France's No.1 tennis America's tennis starlets
No. 1 - Vicki McLeary, Sandy
star, upset sixth-seeded keep getting younger and
McGinty and Velvet Jones.
No. 2 - Mary Jane Alford Park, Guillermo Vilas 6-2,6-3, 5-7, younger.
Dean Conyer, Mary Bain and Betty 6-4 amid great
excitement in
Kathy Ftinaldi, who has
Vowell.
No. 3- Linda Brann, Tootie Winter, the French Open cham- -beaten two seeded players to
Faye Brundige and Rae Warford.
pionips today.
reach the quarterfinals, is
No. 4 - Wanda Brown, Carolyn.
Noah, seeded No.11, ad- the youngest of them all — 14
Caldwell, Jane Ann Nall and Vicki
Nance.
vanced to the quarterfinals. years, 2 months. Nobody of
No. 5 - Betty Jo Purdom, Jerelene
Vilas, the left-handed Argen- that age has ever played in
Sullivan, Carol Hibbard and Frances
tine, was the French Open this prestigious event since it
Hulse.
No. 5 - Mary Jo Riddle, Wanda champion in 1977 and lost in
was thrown open to
Mullinax, Ann Bloom and Sandy Wen1978.
1975
and
finals
in
the
56 years ago.
foreigners
traub.
No. 6 - Ann Gulick, Violet CumThe match began Sunday
Kathy, a dentist's
night and was halted by daughter who has previously
darkness at 3-3 in the fourth played in only six professet. Noah, 21, a native of the sional tournaments, was
French-speaking trailing 1-3 in the till* set
Cameroons, needed 15 against No.11 seed Anne
minutes this morning to Smith of the United States
finish it off.
before she took the next five
On Sunday, a young teen- games to win 6-1, 4-6, 6-3 and
Woodrum, making her
first appearance in a state ager captured the fancy of qualify for the quarterfinals.
tournament, won her
semifinal match by default
when her scheduled opponent, Caroline Kuhlman of
Covington Notre Dame,
declined to play because of
asthma.
Nutter, meanwhile,roared
into the finals with a 6-0, 6-1
rout of Robin Harrelson of
Louisville Atherton.
In the boys' doubles final,
Chuck Rueff and Paul
Fischer of Louisville Trinity
defeated Greg Daubard and
Kenneth Anderson of
Louisville Central 6-2,7-5.
Barbara Miller and
Chrissie Motsch of Louisville
Sacred Heart upset the topseeded Murray team of Candy Jackson and Starr Jones
by 6-3, 6-0, to win the girls'
doubles title. The loss ended
Jackson's string of three
consecutive state doubles
titles.

Montgomery Relieves His Frustration
LEXINGTON, Ky. 1AP) —
)lobby Montgomery was
mad, and he. took out his
frustration on every tennis
;),ayer who got in his way.
i. up-seeded
David
kiiian of Louisville Trinicas the last to get in the
if the Henderson Cowl", buzzSaw. When the flurry
service returns, lobs and
passing shots had ended,
Montgomery had disposed of
lieckman in straight sets to
laim the boys' singles
- -oliatnpionships in the Kentucky State High School ten!iR tournament.
• -I was.iiistrealky psyched
up." said Montgomery,a 6-3,
G-1 winner over Beckman in

Saturday's final. "I was
more mad than anything."
Montgomery admitted he
was upset that he had been
seeded only fifth in the tournament, even though he had
an excellent record against
players seeded above him.
They say you have to
play Louisville or Lexington
players if you want to be
seeded high," Montgomery
said. "We Henderson County) don't .have that- big a
budget, so we couldn't go
play them,and they wouldn't
come to Henderson 1 to
play.
"They're always down on
people who don't live in
Louisville or Lexington," he

said. "Now they know better."
While Montgomery was
teaching lessons in the boys'
division, Gay Nutter of Paris
was showing the girls' division
that seedings
sometimes are deadly accurate. The whiz-kid senior
rolled unchecked through
the tournament, winning
Saturday's finale in easy
fashion, 6-0, 6-1 over Tammy
Woodrum of Woodford County.
The win helped overcome
the shock and frustration of
Nutter's loss-to Lee McGuire
of Lexington Henry Clay last
year.
"I keep hearing about

Cochran's Early Choice
Eases Tough Decision
can play all year round," he
I OUISVILLE,Ky.( AP.)
Russ Cochran wanted to play said. -In school maybe I'd
- golf on the professional tour, play in nine tournaments in
an ambition that,made it a the spring. I'm playing in 25
little easier for him to make tournaments now, and I
the tough decision of passing wanted to play in as many
up his final year of golf at the tournaments as I could."
Cochran has had moderate
University of Kentucky.
Cochran, a former high • success on the Space Coast
school champion at Paducah Mini-Tour.
"I won three events and
St. Mary, went to Florida to
see how he stacked up finished second two or three
against other young profes- times," he said. "I was the
sional golf aspirants on the leading money winner down
Professional Golfers there. I was happy with that,
.A.vociation mini-tour.
because all you want to do is
"I've been down here a go down there and paxfor
*year and a half and I feel your-expenseS and pick-up a
I've gotten a lot better," he little money,if you can."
Cochran qualified for
said. "It's helped me
because it's pure golf. You three PGA tour events this
play every week, and you spring: His first was in the
play in a lot of tournaments. Bay Hill Classic, where he
And there are a lot of good missed the 36-hole cut by a
golf courses.
couple of strokes.
"I waS really nervous," he
-Kentucky has a very
good program, but there are said. "I didn't feel comfornot many places where you table at all.

"But it's a tough course,
too. The people on the tour
think it's one of the toughest
courses they play."
Cochran's second appearance came• in the
Tallahassee Open, where he
finished 17th and earned a
check of $1,307. It also gave
him an exemption for the
next event — the New
Orleans Open — where he
missed the cut by a couple of
strokes.
Cochran moves on to
Orlando, Fla., on June 10-13
to compete against 150
golfers for a tour-playing
card. Only the low 25 scorers
will move up in the tour.
"I've always wanted to do
it," he said of the PGA card.
"I had a good year this year,
but the mini-tour is not
where the money is.
"You're not playing for
some sponsor's money,
you're playing for yottown."

that," said Nutter, who
regained the title she won in
1979. "This really felt good to
win today. It's a great way to
finish your career."
It should be noted that Nutter was referring only to her
prep career. In the fall, she
will enroll at the University
of Florida.
Montgomery earned a spot
in the finals opposite
Beckman with a semifinal
upset of second-seeded Paul
Varga of Louisville St.
Xavier, 6-2, 6-2. Beckman
reached his ill-fated final
match by defeating Montgomery's Henderson County teammate, Greg Hill, 6-4,
6-4 in the other semifinal.
It was Montgomery's second state title — his first in
singles — and the second loss
in a final for Beckman, a
Harvard-bound senior. Montgomery's previous state title came in doubles competition in 1979.
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Borg, favored to win the
men's title for a record sixth
time, easily moved into the
quarterfinals with a nearperfect 6-0, 6-0, 6-1 victory
over American Terry Moor.
Lloyd, chasing her fifth
French Open title, also
qualified for the quarterfinals with a straight set win,
6-3, 6-0, over Britain's
Virginia Wade, the No.16
seed. Neither Borg or Lloyd
has lost a single set in their
bids for the title.
The remaining fourth.round matches ended today
with No.2 seed Jimmy Connors facing fellow American
and Murray native Mel
Purcell, McEnroe meeting
Brazilan Ricardo Ycaza and
No.3 seed Jaeger playing
Nina Bohm of Sweden.

SAVE
HUNDREDS OF
DOLLARS

There's a

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN

108.14

Stoehr, Earline Metz and Mary E. Stacey.
Tick.
No. 15 - Euldene Robinson, Nancy
No. 12 - Pauline Green, Elizabeth Fandrich, Sally Crass and Susan
Slusmeyer, Louise Lamb and Rowena Wagner.
Cullom.
No. 16 - Margarita Marsden,
No. 13 - Diane Villanova, Pam Myoko Wheeler, Jane Fitch and Betty
Mavity, Margaret Shuffett and Ann Scott.
Haney.
No. 16 - Billie Cohoon, Peggy
No. 14 - Anna Mary Adams, Sue Shoemaker, Frances Parker and
Costello, Toby Williams and Arlene Rebecca Dublin.
Drexler.
No. 17 - Exie Hill, Martha Sue
No. 14 - Grace James, Sue Wells, Ryan, Lolly Edwards and Thelma
Charlotte Jackson and Barbara Eckerdt.

SOON TO Of
SWIM 110.
CO/APANT

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

641South,161,0Tsy
tee
.
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Murray Doubles
Teams Give
Courageous
Efforts Despite
Losses At State

MURRAY BOYS MAKE STRONG BID — Robert Stout(shown
hitting ball, above and below)and Russ Edwards almost upset the team from Russellville in their opening match Friday.
THE OUTGOING AND THE FUTURE STARS — Candy Jackson (left), who first went to the state tournament
when she was in the seventh grade has a successor in Tates Creek's 10-year-old Susan Sloane (right). Sloane
and Wendy Brown battled Jackson and Starr Jones to the bitter end of their semifinal doubles match.

Staff Photos By David Hibbitts

A DRAINING EFFORT —
Candy Jackson (left) and
Starr
Jones
are
congragulated by Murray
coaches Jerry Shelton (middle)and Raymond Sims after
their stirring comeback in
the third set of their
semifinal win over Tates
Creek..

LOOKING FOR AN ANSWER — Starr Jones (left) offers Candy Jackson
some words of encourgement in the loss to Sacred Heart in the girls
state doubles final.

A DAY WHEN THE SHOTS WOULD NOT GO — Candy Jackson and Starr Jones
(shown volleying in left and
right pictures, respectively) lost of some of their aggressiveness after their tirirg
seminfinal win ovei Tates
Creek.,

•
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Baseball
Standings

Sports In Brief

Victory Is 10th In Row Over Former Team

Carlton Treats Cardinals Nasty Again
By JOHN NELSON

thirdinning

run

on Tom

was Montreal 5, Pittsburgh

AP Sports Writer
Herr's RBI single that gave 1; Los Angeles 16, Cincinnati
By The Associated Press
title-clinching, strike to defeat Mark
TENNIS
Williams 237-235 in the 895.000 City of
The word "nasty" pro- St. Louisa 1-0 lead.
4; New York 3, Chicago 2;
PARIS AP - American Kathy Roses Open bowling tournament at
bably best described the way
Catcher Bob Boone gave San Diego 5, Atlanta 1, and
ttinaldi upset 11th-seeded Anne Smith Timber Lanes
6-1, 4.6,.6-3 to advance to the quarterCarlton Carlton the lead in the four- San Francisco 6, Houston 1.
Williams earned the right to lefthander Steve
finals of the French Open
The Asinclaried Press
challenge Spigner by beating Jeff treated the St. Louis Carth, however, when he capped
Expos 5,Pirates 1
In other women's matches, Chris Morin 234-166 and thirdplace Paul
NATIONAL LEAGL'E
EAST
Right-hander Steve
Es cli Lloid twat Virginia Wade of Bri- Moser 214-209. Munn, who finished dinals.
tain 6-3. 6-0: No 5 Virginia KILZICI of fourth, opened the finals by downing
W L
Pct. GB
Carlton posted his eighth
Rogers tossed a six-hitter,
27 19
587 - - -Romania defeated Pam Teeguarden 6- fiftliplace Marshall Holman 208-172.
Ouiadelptaii
victory
without a loss this
and Gary Carter drove in a
26 19 .578
Montreal
3. 6-3, and fourth-seeded Hans
ALTO RACING
m I AIMS
23 17
Mandlikova of Czechoslovakia topped
575 1
LEXINGTON, Ohio AP - Brian year, tossing a five-hitter as
pair of runs for Montreal.
500 4
20 20
',ttsburgh
Bettina Bugle 6-3,6-1
Redman piloted his powerful Lola to the
Philadelphia Phillies a three-run rally with a two- Andre Dawson contributed a
Sea York
.357 10
15 27
Among the men, Sweden's Bjorn an easy victory us the Red Roof Inns
.Z33 15L2
10 33
110 140,
Borg clobbered Terry Moor 6-0. 6-0.6-1 200 Cm_nd
awn& car race at the beat the Cards 6-1 Sunday. run single. Gary Matthews first-inning solo homer, his
WEST
to reach the querters; John McEnroe MiclOttio Sports Car Course.
The victory was Canton's also drove in a pair of runs 12th of the season.
Angeles
33 15
beat Diego Perez 8-1, 2-6, 6-0, 6-4, and
888
Redman averaged 94.023 mph in his
_574
Z' 20
umati
Rogers, 6-3, walked one
Balazs Tammy of Hungary devoured yellow Chevrolet-powered Lola, which 10th straight against St. with two sacrifice flies.
Francisco
25 25 .500 9
France's Thierry Tulasne 7-5, 6-3, 5-7, remained unbeaten in its three starts.
Louis,dating back to early in
The victory was Carlton's and struck out seven. Pitt500 9
6-3
21 24
John Fitzpatrick, in a Porsche Tur- 1979.
ninth straight, dating back to sburgh starter Pascual
489 9'2
22 23
In upsets of seeded players. Victor bo 935, was in a duel with Redman unSince Carlton never last season, and kept the Perez,2-1, retired 10 in a row
396 14
Dlegt)
19 29
Pecci of Paraguay reached the W he suddenly slowed on lap 70 of the
Saturday's GIMES
quarters with a 6-2, 6-3, 6-3 triumph 84-lap,2014-mile race.
speaks to reporters, St. Phillies one-half game ahead before Chris Speier hit a oneover 15th-seeded Wojtek Fibak of
'lb:burgh 3, Montreal 2
When German driver Klaus Ludwig
Poland. Brazil's Carlos Kinnayr beat pulled his Ford Turbo Mustang off the Louis' Keith Hernandez was of Montreal in the National out single in the fifth.
'avago 10, New York 3
No 12 Brian Gottfried 6-2,6-4,6-2.
winnati 9, 14.1b Angeles 1
track on lap 71 with a broken gearbox, asked to explain Canton's League East.
Dodgers 16, Reds 4
!Fiuston 9, San Franusco 8, 14 innings
GOLF
that left Italian Gianpiero Moretti a mastery of the Cardinals.
St. Louis Manager Whitey
Derrel Thomas cracked
BETHESDA, Md. 4AP) - Craig distant second and he went on to finish
INisidelphia 10, St..1.4uuis 2
'• Who do we have to blame Herzog wasn't buying any three hits and drove in three
Stadler fired a front-running. 2-under- 30.906-seconds behind. John Paul Jr.
Diego 11. Atlanta 1
par 68 and scored a 6-ihot victory in came in third,limping through the last for that?" Hernandez asked. theories that Carlton had
%Way's Games
runs as Los Angeles moved
the Kemper Open Golf Tournament.
Ntintreal a. Pittsburgh 1
lap with a deflating tire. Both of them
"We had the guy and traded singled out the Cardinals for 5'02 games ahead of secondStadler registered his third career drove 935s.
rltiladelphia 8 Slims 1
Nea. N'ork, 3, Chixigo 2
title with a 270 total, 10 strokes under
In the Champion Spark Plug him ( in 1972.) His slider was punishment.
place Cincinnati in the NL
par on the 7.054-yard Congressional Challenge for small Racing Stock
VWt.4.4t.
l'Ull.1/1114141 4
working today. It was a nas"He's pretty tough on us," West.
Country Club course. Tom Watson, cars, Roger Mandeville outsprinted
to 1
'10.!
Herzog said, "but I don't
who tied Tom Weiskopf for second at Jim Downing's white Mazda RX-3 ty pitch.
Fran.sar, I. Flois.on 1
The Dodgers trailed 4-0
276, had a closing 67, while Weiskopf over the final three laps to win the 75%unity's Games
"That guy never makes know about his domination after two innings, but they
struggled to a 72.
a York
at Phladelplua
mile event in his yellow RX-3 by one
mistakes."
of us. He dominates quite a scored seven runs in the
n
httstensun
car length and averaged 78.160 mph.
GREENWICH,Conn. , AP -Cathy
liontredi lea 4-1. at Si !Aims , Martin Reynolds captured the 8125,000 LPGA
Carlton walked three and few teams...he can pitch."
MONTE CARLO, Monaco API third inning,three in the fifth
:
Golden Lights Championship by two Canada's Gaits Villeneuve scored the struck out six, yielding a
Elsewhere in the league it and six more in the seventh
Buggs 1-7 at I AC, A.ngeies Va- strokes over Betsy King.
'Wall
first Grand Pius victory for the new
'
!..roela 8-2i, n
,
In winning her first professional golf turbocharged Ferrari in a dramatic,
.11.1rtnat Bereriyi 4-2 at San Fran- .tournament, Reynolds shot a final- accident-packed 39th Monaco Grand
Alexander 5-3'. n
round par-72 .for a 3-under-par 285 Prix.
o54s games seheehied
Vineneuve, who covered the 156.400
total. Ku* shot 71 in the TinaI round to
miles in 1 hour, 54 minutes, 23.38
A1111311CAN LEAGUE.
finish with a four-round total of 287 on
seconds while averaging 81.99 mph,
EA.ST
the 6,239-yard Stan wich Club course.
Pct GB
W L
WOBURN, England AP - Greg took the lead only four laps from the
28 16 .tM Norman fired a final round par 67 and end of the 76 laps around the streets of
",hiwaukee
27 19
won the 8175.000 Dunlop Masters Golf the Riviera state when fuel problems
587 2
leveland
23 17
Tournament by
.575 3
strokes over cost Australian Alan Jones in a
By WILLIAM R. BARNA RD
The Brewers' bats were leagueleading earned run
Williams an apparently certain vicYork
25 20
_556 3F2 fellow Australian Graham Marsh
AP Sports Writer
perking too, pounding 15 hits average to 1.93 and got
13i.strin
Norman's total was 273, 15 under tory.
25 21
.543 4
:.'trot
'LI 24
489 6's par_ Marsh also carded a67 in the final
While the Baltimore off Boston pitching.
strong hitting support from
TRACK AND FIELD
round for a 277. Two strokes farther
333 14
16 32
Orioles
and
After
Milwaukee
the
came
Red
Sox
to
Alan Bannister, who singled,
PHILADELPHIA
AP)
MINT
Steve
behind was third-place Howard Clark
Brewers are separated by within 3-2 with a run in the doubled and homered.
'ildand60
31 20
8
of Britain at 279. South Africa's John Scott, America's premier miler, took
Bland and Spain's Jose Maria the lead with 30 yards to run and beat
26 17
605 1
just two games on top of the seventh, Milwaukee scored
Angels 7-1, White Sox 4-2
505
Villanova's Sydney Maree to the tape
Canizares tied for fourth at 280
26 19 .578 2
American League East stan- two in the eighth to clinch the
Carlton Fisk crossed up
.1ufornia
27
.480 72
STANFORD. Calif. i AP - Ron by a yard in the Jumbo Elliott Track
isas
15 25 .375 10L2 Conunans of Southern California came Meet.
dings,their Sunday bests are
California with a hit-andatIc
Scott, who represents the Sub-Four
17 30 .362 12 from six strokes behind to pass defenas different as tatters and
- run, runscoring double in a
Mipliesota
14 32
304 1411 ding champion Jay Don Blake and win Track Club of California, ran the mile
tuxedos.
Saturday's -Games
the individual crown, while Brigham in 1:52.26, while Maree finished at
bunt situation in the bottom
New York 1. Cleveland 0
Young won its first team title at the 3:52.44.
The Brewers improved
of
the 10th to give Chicago a
ision
M iwaukee 6, 10 innuigs
NEW YORK 'AP) - Norway's
84th NCAA golf championships,
their Sunday record to 8-0
twinbill split:
..4ronto 6. (Akan(' 5
The BYU Cougars got a 1-under-par Grete Waltz, world record holder for
laiugo 9, Califorrua 0
70 from Keith Clearwater as they edg- the women's 10,000 meters and the
with a 5-2 victory over the victor. Mark Brouhard beat
Mike Squires drew a walk
ietroit 4. Baltunore 1
ed Oral Roberts for the team cham- marathon, .won the L'eggs Mini
Boston
Red
Sox
as
Jim
out
Gantan
infield
hit,
Edwards
leading
off the 10th off loser
6, Seattle 0
consecutive
Marathon
third
for the
pionship. The winners' four-day total
ner belted the game's second followed with a triple, his Don Aase, 1-1. Fisk faked a
Niinsas City 6. Minnmora5
was 1,161 strokes, Oral Roberts was at year, beating a field of about 5,000 in
Sunday's Games
1,163 and 13-time champion Houston the women's-only race through Cenpitch for his first homer, third hit, and came home on bunt on the first pitch and
alifornia 7-1, Clucago 4-2, id game 10 was third at 1.170.
tral Park.
Marshall Edwards drove in an infield out.
then doubled down the left
,:uaulgs
Waits covered the 10,000-meter 46.2BOWLING
ctildand 6. Toronto 5
PORTLAND, Ore AP - Needing mile) distance in 32 minutes, 43
two runs and Pete Vuckovich
Tigers 5,Orioles 4
field line, scoring Squires
1 ktrolt 5. Baltuncre 4
nine pins on his final shot to win, top' seconds. Carol Urah of Houston finishpicked up his sixth victory
After Jones' double in the from first.
‘11114aulter 5, Boston 2
seeded Bill Spigner of Chicago rolled a ed a distant second in 33-40.
during the month of May.
Iv:eland 7. New York 2
seventh gave Detroit the
Juan Beniquez gave Gene
Minnesota -Kansas Qty 4
"I hope we can keep it up lead, hot reliever Kevin Mauch his first victory as
'wattle S. Texas 3
— on Sundays, Saturdays, Saucier took control.
Angels' manager when he
hloaday's Games
.
• ..liforrua Forsch 6.3i at Toronto
By The Associated Press
Oakland, 6-2. 750, 2.86, McGregor, every day," Milwaukee
Saucier, who has not drove in four runs with three
AMERICAN LEAGUE
itieb 4-51.
Baltimore, 5-2, .714, 3.10; Burns, Manager
Buck Rodgers allowed a run in 11 of his last hits in the first game.
Milwaukee lerch 3-4i at Detroit 4WilBATTING 4105 at bats) - Remy, Chicago, 5-2, .714, 2.64; Morris,
said.
os 5.5, , r11
Boston. .358; Singleton, Baltimore, Detroit,7-3_700. 2.86.
12 appearances, recorded his
Twins 5, Royals 4
_ _New .York 3Bircl 30i at Cleveland 4Gar-- .357; ..Lansford, Boston, .342;
STRIKEOUTS - Barker,
Meanwhile, the first-place fifth save while pitching
Danny Goodwin hit a two'-u,d 14. ni
Roenicke, Baltimore, .336; Almon. Cleveland, 56; Davis. New York, 52;
seat:Pe ,.Abbott 144 at Kansas [Sty Chicago,.333.
Burns, Chicago, 52; Flanagan, Orioles lost for the eighth hitless ball for the final 22-3 out single in the eighth inn*Morn 1-4 ,ni
RUNS - Henderson, Oakland. 40; Baltimore, 50; Blyleven, (leveland, time in nine Sunday outings innings.
ing to break a 4-4 tie and give
rnly games scheduled
Evans, Boston, 39; Lansford, Boston, 50.
as the Detroit Tigers capHe induced pinch-hitter Minnesota the victory over
31: Carew, California. 30: Murphy,
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Oakland.30, Oliver. Texas, 30.
BATTING 1105 at bats A.Howe, tured a 5-4 decision in Lenn Sakata to hit into a dou- Kansas City.
RBI - Evans. Boston, 35; Arrnas, Houston,.369; Youngblood. New York, Baltimore.
ble play after replacing
Goodwin's second hit of
Oakland, 35; Singleton, Baltimore, 31: .361; Madlock, Pittsburgh. .342;
Scott
McGregor
had
Aurelio
2-1,
Lopez,
with
two
the
game came off Dennis
Oglivie,
31;
Oakland,
Murphy,
Easter,
Pittsburgh-338;
Perkins,
San
•
By The Associated Press
Milwaukee, 30; Bell, Texas, 30
Diego,.333.
beaten Detroit six times in a runners on base in the seven- Leonard, 5-6, and made a
BASEBALL
Lansford, Boston, 64;
HITS RUNS: Collins, Cincinnati, 37;
American League
row, but it didn't help the th, then retired sluggers Ken winner of Jack O'Connor, 2r,‘NSAS CITY ROYAL-S- Activated Henderson, Oakland, 62; Oliver. Tex- Schmidt, Philadelphia, 35: Raines,
lit Hurdle, outfielder, from the as, 62; Burleson, California. 61; Ar- Montreal. 31; Rose, Philadelphia, 30; Orioles' Sunday jinx as Lynn Singleton and Eddie Murray 2, who pitched the final 22-3
Hendrick, St.l.ouis, 30; Garvey, Los Jones' tworun double in the after Gary Roenicke walked
•,abled list. Optioned Danny Garcia, mas,Oakland,59.
innings.
DOUBLES - Armas. Oakland, 14: Angeles,30.
,thelcier, to Omaha of the American
seventh
inning
for
the
in
Tigers
the
ninth
and
moved
to
seMariners 5, Rangers 3
Lansford,
Seattle,
13:
Paciorek,
RBI:
Concepcion,
Cincinnati,
37;
• .SCH'iation
I LAKI.AND A'S -Announced suspen- Boston. 12; Hatcher, Minnesota, 12; Foster, Cincinnati, 37; Schmidt, sent Baltimore to its 11th cond on a sacrifice.
Dan Meyer hit three
o- n of Billy Martin, manager, by the Miller, Boston. 11; Moseby, Toronto. Philadelphia, 36; Garvey: Los loss in 17 day games this
After the final out, Saucier singles and a double to
American League for an indefinite 11; Griffin, Toronto, 11; Oliver, Texas, Angeles,36; Buckner, Chicago, 31.
HITS, Rose, Philadelphia, 59; season. The Orioles are 22-5 joyfully bounded off the become the first Seattle
oricid for bumping an umpire during 11.
TRIPLES - Griffin. Toronto, 5: A.Howe, Houston, 59; Garvey, Los at night.
.;anie Friday in Toronto
field.
Baines, Chicago, 5; Castino, Min- Angeles, 59; Collins, Cincinnati, 56;
National League
In
other
American
League
A's 6, Blue Jays 5
4:
7
Oakland.
Henderson.
5;
nesota,
Griffey,
Cincinnati,
56: Herndon, San
NEW YORK METS-Activated
Tied With 3.
Francisco,56.
games, Oakland edged
Wayne Gross, who had
: 442 Swan. pitcher
HOME RUNS - Evans, Boston, 12;
DOUBLES: Buckner, Chicago, 16; Toronto 6-5,
F110TBALl.
Cleveland down- slugged a two-run homer
Thomas, Milwaukee, 12: Armas, Concepcion, Cincinnati, 15..
Canadian Football League
ed New York 7-2, Minnesota earlier, hit a sacrifice fly to
,Jri.Aw A
ROUGH Oakland, 11; Gray, Seattle, 10; Washington, Atlanta, 13; Hernandez,
; I iERS Signed J _C. Watts, quarter- Singleton, Baltimore, 9; Mayberry, St.Louis, 12; Chambliss,• Atlanta, 12: trimmed Kansas City 5-4, cap a two-run rally in the
Toronto,9; Ford, California. 9; Lunn- Garvey, Los Angeles, 12; Ru.Jones,
., k. to a twieyear contract
Seattle defeated Texas 5-3 ninth inning to pace Oakland
ski, Chicago,9.
San Diego, 12.
HOCKEY
STOLEN BASES - Henderson,
TRIPLES: Reynolds, Houston, 7: and California and Chicago over Toronto.
National Hockey League
NEW YORK ISLANDERS-Signed Oakland, 31; Cruz, Seattle, 26: Herr, St.Louis, 6; Templeton, split a doubleheader, with
The victory vaulted the A's
LeFlore, Chicago, 14; Bumbry. St.Louis, 6; Durham, Chicago, 5;
S Jonsson. defenseman, to a
the Angels winning 7-4 back into first place in the
Baltimore. 10; Lansford, Boston, 10.
Richards,San Diego,S.
• reeyear contract
PITCHING 16 Decisions - Clear,
HOME
RUNS: - Schmidt, before the White Sox came AL West and snapped a fourCOLLEGE
KANSAS- Announced the resig,na- Boston, 7-0, 1.000, 2.61; D. Martinez, Philadelphia, 14; Dawson, Montreal,
game losing streak. The
Blylevem
3.91;
6-2,
Baltimore,
.750,
12;
Kingman,
New York, 11; Foster, back to win 2-1 in 10 innings.
of Lafayette Norwood. assistant
Cleveland, 6-2, .750. 2.57: Vuckovich, Cincinnati, 11; Cey, Los Angeles, 9;
Vuckovich provided a bad- Blue Jays had won four in a
4- kethal I coach. effective July 1.
Milwaukee. 6-2, .750. 347: Keough, Guerrero, Los Angeles,9.
ly needed complete game to row before the loss.
STOLEN BASES: Raines, Montreal,
Damaso
Garcia
40; North, San Francisco;
R.Scott, rest Milwaukee's relief corMontreal. 19; Durham, Chicago, 15: ps, which
was battered highlighted a four-run fifth
Moreno, Pittsburgh, 14; Collins, Cin,'Innati, 14; Puhl, Houston, 14; Saturday when the Red Sox inning for Toronto with a
).Sinitti,San Diego, 14.
rallied for five runs in the two-run single, and the Blue
PITCHING 16 Decisional: Carlton,
ninth inning and added the Jays took a 5-4 lead into the
Philadelphia, 8-0, 1.000, 2.84; Rhoden,
ninth. But a walk,a single by
Pittsburgh, 6-0, 1.000, 2.53; Hooton. winning run in the 10th. He
Many thanks for your
,e•rears
-•00k
Los Angeles, 7-1, .875, 2.31; Camp, scattered nine Boston hits, Rickey
Henderson, a
overwhelming support.
Atlanta, 5-1, .833, 1.65; Seaver, Cincinam humbled by it and
nati, 5-1, .833, 1.95; Valenzuehi. Los including Rich Gedman's se- sacrifice and a wild pitch by
Angeles, 6-2, .800, 1.89; Ruthven, cond homer in the third inn- i'reliever Jerry Garvin tied
sincerely appreciate
Philadelphia, 7-2, .778, 4.09; Sander- ing, to improve
his record to the score before Gross'
your kindness.
son, Montreal,5-2,.714, 2.34.
sacrifice fly.
STRIKEOUTS
Carlton, 6-2.
Philadelphia, 83; Valenzuela, Las
"After yesterday, this
Indians 7, Yankees 2
Angeles, 79; Soto, Cincinnati, 63;
Len Barker fired a sixRyan, Houston, 58; Gullickson, Mon- looms as a very biggie. Our
Pod For B Political Candidate
treal, 48,
bullpen was shot and we hitter to win his first game

NI Roundup

to complete the rout. Rick Eichelberger shut out AtlanMonday had a tworun homer ta for six innings. Both of
in the Los Angeles seventh.
Perkins' hits scored Ozzie
Dave Goltz, 1-0, the third Smith, who also picked up an
Dodgers pitcher, earned the RBI with a suicide squeeze
victory with 22-3 innings of bunt in the second inning.
relief.
Eichelberger, 5-3, yielded
Mets 3,Cubs 2
a run-scoring single ta
Dave Kingman drove in Rafael Ramirez in the seventwo runs with a solo homer, th, and left for a pinch hitter
his 11th, and a double as the in the bottom of the inning.
Mets won their fourth game
Luis Salazar, who drove in
in six to complete a homes- .,one run with a double,
tand. Kingman now has 12 became the first Padre to get
RBI and five homers in those four hits in a game this
six games.
season when he tripled in the
Randy Jones went 61-3 inn- seventh.
ings for his first win of the
Giants 6, Astros 1
season after five losses, and
Mike Sadek doubled home
Pete Falcone earned his first two runs in the Giants'
save.
fourth inning, and Houston
Kingman's RBI double right-hander Nolan Ryan got
snapped a 1-1 tie in the fourth himself into trouble with six
inning, and his homer, a 420- walks and three wild pitches.
foot shot to center field, Ryan now has issued 1,774
came with two out in the career walks, one short of
sixth off Cubs right-hander the major league record of
Rick Reuschel, 2-7,
Early Wynn.
Padres 5, Braves 1
Sadek's double broke a 1-1
Broderick Perkins drove tie and made a winner of
in two runs, and Juwn Tom Griffin, 4-3.

Orioles Lose Eighth Of Nine On Same Day

Brewers Improve Sunday Record To 8-0
player to collect four hits
this season,and Joe Simpson
knocked in three runs with
three hits in the Mariners'
defeat of Texas.
Seattle pounded 15 hits, in-

eluding the first homer of the
year by Simpson, who also
had a two-run single.
Al Oliver drove in all of
Texas' runs with a two-run
homer and a double.

AL Roundup

Raincoats,
Topcoats,
Carcoats

2/539
169

Major League Leaders

1 pc.
Plain
Dresses
DRAPERIES
CLEANED Et

ri-!‘

June 2-3-4

one HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs

Transactions

LINED
UNLINED

CENTRAL 14r4OPPiNb C
Opeii 0 in to teri
Plumate 753-8523

45 C
35 C

Per
Pleat

FREE INSURED STORAGE
Pay regular cleaning price
when you pick it up this fall.

onp41-55

Shirts

Laundered and pressed
to perfection

5/2"
prices good all week

folded or on hangers

AIWATEMir

needed a complete game," for Cleveland since his
said Rodgers. "It was a good perfect no-hitter May 15.
pick-me-up, a plus game all
Barker, 4-2, allowed only
the way."
one eartied run to lower his

Thank
You!
I would like to thank the people of Calloway

County for re-electing me as your State Representative.
Please feel free to contact me at any time about
your concerns and needs.
I pledge to represent all of you to the best of my
ability.
Thank you again.
The Freed Curds
For By Pol,t1(01(ond.Ante

Per Sq. Yd... Up
S6

799

an injunction sought by the
National Labor Relations
Board, the players may
strike within 48 hou4s of the
conclusion of a co
hearing
scheduled to begin Wednesday in Rochester.
The hearing is on the
NLRB request for an injunction against the owners
which would rescind the
free-agent compensation
plan implemented by the
owners last February.
The Players have 'maintained that the owners will
be reducing the market
value of free agents and
restricting their mobility by
forcing a club signing certain of them to make a
player available from its
own roster. In the past, only
an amateur draft choice
served as compensation.

Per Sq. Yd. & Up

$

Per Sq. rd.

Up

Prttfessional
Carpet
Cleaning

Baseball Negtiators
Resume Discussions
NEW YORK (AP) —
Negotiators for major
league baseball club owners
and players resumed discussions today in what was to be
a renewed effort at settling
the strike-threatening free
agent compensation issue.
Representatives of the
owners and players went
back to their talks with
federal mediator Kenneth
Moffett after having agreed
last week to extend the May
29 strike deadline. While the
walkout scheduled for Friday was averted it remains a
threat.
If the disagreement over
the degree of compensation
required for signing ranking
free agents acquired in the
re-entry draft is not resolved
at the bargaining table or a
federal judge does not issue

99

Joe Smith
Carpet Center

C.C. Lowry

Psi

$399

In Stock Rubber
Back Shag
In Stock Hi-Low
Shags
In Stock
Saxony Carpets

To Murray
Voters

4
.41
Au.
0

4•.••

,

Free
Estimates
v‘TmE2011IsIi1t ‘1=itti1 JzsTa=csiv
•

$1
OH Per Sq. Yd.

4

IUI

All In Stock

Off Per Sq. Yd.

Carpet

All In

Ends Jfine 6, 1981
Excluding CoMarercial
Car Carpet
& Astroturf

••

COUPOn

So. 4th St.
Mon.-Fri. 8-5

$i

4

Vinyl
StockTh

LJ

Ends June 6, 1981

.

753-6660

COUPOn

Murray, Ky.
Sat. 8-4
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Dancing And Gaiety At The Annual Charity Ball

a

flO SHIPTIAG...
10 CIUT0111101

STUDENTS, BRING *YOUR A's
TO BURGER QUEEN
FOR A FREE MEAL
Just bring your final 1980-81 ssbool
year report card to BURGER QUEEN
and show us your A's.
•

It was a fine party,
for sure, but the most
important part of the
annual Charity ball —
the donation of the
proceeds to the
Murray-Calloway ounty Comprehens e
Care Center, is yef to
come.

John Deere 200 Series
Tractors with variable-speed drive let
you change ground speed on the go

SAVE $494"
Regular Price s3144°°
On Sale Now
Thru June 15th At

$2650"
Just In
Time For
Father's Day

Match tractor speed to the job at hand
with a John Deere 200 Series Tractor
A 4-speed transaxle with variablespeed drive lets you slow down or
speed up within each gear without
reducing the working speed of
power-operated implements There's
no shifting
no clutching Just
push the vanator lever forward to
increase forward travel speed, pull it
back to slow down.

1 FINAL A

FREE HAMBURGER

2 FINAL A'S

FREE HAMBURGER &
FREE COKE

4 FINAL A'S = FREE HAMBURGER &
FREE COKE & FREE FRENCH FRIES
Nit This otter is limited too TOTAL of 1 HAMBURGER,
1 Ordet.of FRIES, and 1 SMALL COKE

SOMMING BIG'S COOMNG
. AT BURGER QUEEN.m

MURRAY

RENTAU,SALES

CENTER
200 E. Main

Expires June 11 , 1981

507 North 12th

753-8201
T.M. Reg.

See us today for a 200 Series Tractor

Photos By
Jennie B. Gordon
S

•

Murray, Ky.
1961 Burge., Queern

ntl.r0034.5 Inc
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IN TIMES LIKE THESE,
THERES ONE
6000 REASON
ME MARTINS SAW US
FOR THEIR
HOMEOWNER LOAN.

Field
Days
Signal
School
Closings

THEY GOTIT

One sure sign that the
_school year is drawing to a
close is the rash of "field
day" activities scheduled
by schools in the area.
ROAR OF THE CROWD — Several 8th grade spectators display a variety of reactions to the finish of
one
race.

Some of our customers are surprised to
find out just how much we can lend.
Especially today, when things are tight a
lot of places. Fact is, were still making
large homeowner loans ... with terms
that create affordable monthly payments.

Murray Middle School
students recently enjoyed
their version of the popular
day at Roy Stewart
Stadium with a full morning of traditional field and
track competition as well
as some original events
such as an ice-cube toss
and sack races.

Phone us today for your large loan.
Whatever your reason, you've got a good
reason to see us.
•No Points •No Brokers Fee •No Prepayment Penalty

The student council,
sponsored by Pam Cartwright, planned the event.
Ribbons were awarded to
individual winners and
homeroom winners at each
grade level were given plaques. Murray STate track
coach Margaret Simmons
assisted with the event
which was eld at the
stadium for the first tune.

In Murray:
(In Bel-Air Shopping Center)
Suite 2

Photos By Kaye Peebles

Phone 753-5573
CRAWLING TO THE FINISH — The sack race is always a popular event which calls for practice beforehand.

SALE!SAVE$7
$24
Wheel

AHEAD AT THE LINE — Steve Rutledge handily wins the 7th and 8th grade 50-yard dash.

Additional parts and service extra .
if needed.

Offer Good Through June 30.

- Inspect all four tires and correct air pressure • Inspect steering
and suspension systems • Set front wheel camber, caster, and N
toe to proper alignment • Computer balance two front wheels
Most U S.cars and imports with adjustable suspensions Includes frontwheel drive_ Chevettes. trucks. and cars requiring MacPherson Strut
correction extra.

GOODYEAR...FOR MORE GOOD YEARS IN YOUR CAR

Brake Service —Your Choice

Lube and Oil'Change
Includes out 9-point maintenance
check:

Additional pans and service
extra if needed

2-WHEEL FRONT DISC: In.
stall new front brake pads and

THEY'RE OH — 5th and 6th grade girls begin the 50-yard dash with determination.

_

4-WHEEL DRUM:Install new
brake lining and resurface all,
rfa eiront rotors • Install --lout deans.- lariSall-nesy-Troritnew front grease seals and packn.greate seals and repack frontfront-wheel bearings • Inspect""wheel bearings • Inspect hydraucalipers and hydraulic system
lic system, add fluid and road
• Add fluid and road test car,
test car • Most U.S. cars arid
IDtws not include rear wheels.t
some imports.

Protect Your
Automatic Transmission
Transmission Service

Addle...nal parts &
servo,e extra il needed

- I )rain and refill with new
. transmission NW
• Replace filter when equipped
Adjust hands and linkage
where applicable
Install new pan gasket

Most I.
1 II ars.1111pOTIN and light intik, with atttttmain transmission

Includes up to five
quarts major brand
motor oil Oil filter
extriCif needed

• Transmission fluid • Power steering fluid
• Differential fluid • Brake fluid LAU filtur
• Battery cables & water level • Belts
• Hoses • Tire presure & condition
Includes most imports and light trucks'

Please call for appointment.

Drive It
With Confidence
Power Streak 78
. The strength and resilience of
polyester cord • Plenty of road
< <intact for all-around traction

iBl

ackwall
Size

A78•13 blackwall.
Plus SI 50 II Elsnd old tin.
Whitewalls Slightly More

B78-13
E78.14
F78-14
. GiiI.14
11719.141
G78-15
H78-15

532 75
$38 10
$39.95
$41.40
$43.40

Plus
FET. and
old tire
SI 61
SI 75
52 10
522$
$2.52
$238
$257

NATIONWIDE AUTO SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY
Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
(Ise any 04 these other ways to buy (be
Own Customer Credit Plan • Master( ard
Visa • American Express • C arie Blanche
'• Diners(lob •( ash

All Goodyrar servw-t,is warranted for at least 90 days or 3.000 miles,whichever
comes first — many services. much longer. If warranty service is ever required,
go to the Goodyear Service Store where the original work was perfornrihd, and
we'll fix it. her. If. however. you're more than 50 miles from the original store.
go to any of Goodyear's 1300 Service Stores nationwide.

Goodyear Service Store
•

•
.%.11111M •—•
IT*TEP — The long jump was one of the more'traditional field events.
ONE GIAN
\

S. 12th Murray,Ky.
Mon.-Sat.753-0595
730 am.-6:00 p.m.

BEST COPY
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Your Individual
Horoscope

14 Suit Filed.In Attempt To Halt Illegal Jailing Of Juveniles

Fraaces Drake
FOR TUESDAY,JUNE 2,1961
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stan say, read the forecast
givesfor your bird'Sign.
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) lir4114
You will have success with a
lost cause. You're an effective
communicator now and should
write letters and make important calls.
TAURUS
( Apr.20 to May 20)
Finances are pleasantly accented. Look for ways to improve income. Job opportunities are avilable, and
shopping trips net bargains.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Attend to personal needs.
Your personality blossoms
now and you'll attract both applause and admiration
Romance intensifies.
CANCER
4:1
(June 21 to July 22)
You'll make progress with
unfinished tasks, and may find
an unexpected treasure in the
attic or a forgotten place. Enjoy home-making.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
You may revive an old
friendship. Social life picks up
and you'll shine in the company of others. Group activities favored.

44g

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Nam ledger & limes by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to call 153-111i between 5:30 p.m.
lad 6 oa., Moeda, through friday. a
3:30 p.m. sod Op... Salisdays.
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by p.m. weekdays or4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of The Nam ledger Timesa.m. to 5 p.... Monday
ore
through Friday and 1 la to awe,Saturdays.

Think big and aim for the
top. Expect a turn for the better regarding business and
financial prospects. Creativity
pays off.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) AEI
A trip will freshen your
horizons. The accent now is on
self-improvement. Sign up for
courses and enjoy cultural
endeavors.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21) Meer°
You'll profit from behindthe-scenes career maneuvers.
Make important decisions
regarding joint investments
and security.
SAGITTARRIS
,A4401:
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) —
Make it a point to spend
more time with loved ones.
Singles may contemplate
marriage. Social events bring
romantic opportunity.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You'll revise business
methods now. Make office improvements. Interview prospective employees. Recognition is possible.
AQUARIUS
-woo
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll be stimulated by a
new friend's perspective on
life. You're seeing things in
new ways. Travel may lead to
romantic opportunity.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Make plans for domestic improvements. Talks with loan
officers should go well. Home
life should be the center of
your activities.

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)
— A class action suit has
been filed against more than
150 county and state officials
in an attempt to the prevent
alleged illegal jailing of
juveniles in Kentucky.
The suit, filed in Franklin
Circuit Court on Friday,contends that federal law prohibits the state from putting
juveniles behind bars if they
have not committed a crime.
Each of 10 juveniles who
filed the suit claims to have
been held in a county jail
sometime this year. The suit
asks 01,100 in damages for
each day any child was or is
held in a county jail illegally.
If class action status is
granted by the court, the
$1,100 a day could be awarded to all children held in a
county jail illegally since

Friday.
The plaintiffs are asking
the court to cut off county
and state funds allegedly used to incarcerate youths.
"The purpose of the suit is
to force some consideration
by the General Assembly of
this long-ignored problem"
said David Richart, executive director of Kentucky
Youth Advocates, a
statewide citizen's group.
Richart is co-plaintiff with
six of the 10 juveniles who filed suit last week.
Sixty-seven jailers from
across the state were named
as defendants. Their jails do
not meet the state separation
requirement, according to
the state Department of
Justice.
The other defendants are
three other jailers, 78 county

judges and three state officials — Finance Secretary
George Atkins; Human
Resources Secretary Grady
Stumbo; and Corrections

Commissioner George
Wilson.
The suit also seeks to prohibit county judges from
paying jailers any fee or

salary for illegally jailing
juveniles. The suit maintains
that because the state
receives federal money
under the Juvenile Justice

Murray State Will Be Busier Place
Today With Start Of Summer School
The campus of Murray
State University will be a
busier place on Monday,
June 1, when classes begin
for the first summer session.
Classes will continue
through final examinations
scheduled on Thursday, July
2. The second session begins
Monday, July 6, and continues through final examinations scheduled Friday,Aug.7.
Highlighting activities on
the campus during June and

July will be four Summer
Orientation Programs for incoming freshmen and
transfer students. More than
1,500 students are expected
to participate.
Fourteen camps and
workshops for junior and
senior high school students
will also bring a large
number of young persons to
Murray State during the
summer. The programs
cover a variety of interests

from athletics to artistic pursuits.
The university's energy
conservation program will
also begin on Monday and
continue through Monday,
Aug. 10.
During this period, the
university work hours will be
changed from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. to 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.,
reducing the demand for air
conditioning during warm
summer afternoons.

YOU BORN TODAY have
the ability to commercialize
your artistic talents. Imaginative and poetic, you'll
find success in writing,acting,
dance, art and music. You do
well in partnership and are
sensitive to the needs of
others. You work well with
details and will have success
in science, statistics and
research. Ward off a tendency
to lethargy by thinking big.
Politics, teaching and religion
may also appeal to you. You
work best when encouraged,
yet mustn't give up if the proper support is not always to be
found.

With,eoch Chipper you Save $1.79
2 pieces offish fi Mon.Thru
• creamy cole*
Fri.
-crisp trench fries
•2 Southern-style hush puppies

COPY AVAILABLE

You may cap off your next frosty bottle of Coke or TAB by winning up to $1,000 in
instant cash from your Coca-Cola Bottler
Look for the caps on bottles of Coke and TAB with dollar signs on top. Under
each cap is a chance for you to win up to $1,000 in instant cash!
So look for the caps with dollar signs on top,and you could turn up an instant
winner There's no purchase necessary Get details at participating stores.
Available on all products/packages of Coca Cola & Allied Products.
"Coca-Cola" and "Coke" are registered trade-marks which identify the same product of The Coca-Cola Company. Offer good only in area ,erved
"TAB"is also a registered trade-mark of The Coca-Cola Company. Bottled under the authonty of The Coca.Cola Company by
Poducct Coco-Colo Bottling Co.

FATHER'S DAY SPECIAL!
From Now Until Father's Day '10.00 will hold any recliner
now in stock!
We hove over 100 Berkline, Wallways, Rocker Recliners,
and Swivel Rockers now in stock. . . at prices far below
suggested retail.

Come in now while the Selection's still good
and layaway Dad a new Reclirer for only
S10.00 down payment.

DUNN FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE

75;3 303/

and Delinquency a lid
Prevention Act, juvenile
state offenders or nonoffenders cannot be held in
locked facilities.
Claims made in a filing a
lawsuit give only one side of
the case.
PROF.131.727rR
WHEATON, Ill. AP) Dr. Frank Bellinger, a
former political-science professor at Wheaton, has been
ope:ating the scoreboard
clock for basketball games
there for three decades.
"I used to buzz our coach,
Dick Helm, in and out of
games when he played
here," Bellinger recalled.
Now I'm doing it for his
son, Dave. When a Helm
grandson shows up on the
court here. I'll know it's time
to quit."

-*.),,
5"
4
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2. Notice

2. Notice

1.. Notice
F

1

sod Furniture 8. Apnce,. We buy sell or
rode for 1 piece to *bolo
states! SPECIAL for the
ening canning seams:
MASON hurt jars, by the

4"

Two women will
clean houses or
office. $6.00 • an
hour. Call 7539587 ask for
Brenda.

TIRE
SALE!

HODGE & SON
205$ Stli
753 4669

For sale or trade
72 Chev. Tandem
Dump Truck. 7538786 or 7535699

UBLIC
OTICE
.
Save Up To SO.

Good used cleaned
bricks. Coll 753-9964
after 2 or come by
Taylor Store.

3S"Goodyear
Polyester Cord
078-14 Cruiser

40"Goodyear

0 be 10 Lest
75.3 33

LOST
IN
PALESTINE
CHURCH AREA

Floor
model
MAGNAVOX home
stereo unit
$39.95
GOLD &
SILVER PAWN
SHOP

Steel Rod. Whitewall
Cus.
BR78 - 13
Polysteel

ie Wolk er Coon Hound
'..uy 22 Answers to
!tore Reward of
Call 437-4462 or
437 4850

Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
753-7113

45"Goodyear
Viva Radial
P195-15 Whitewall

400°Mobil
Glass -Belted
White
H78-14 Premier

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
.LOSS
1
ved letter
-- a rule
i- Showy flower
• -0i-rich land
o
. wer
• ••inter s
--easure

2 Day of week
3 Compass-pt
4 ventilates
5 Condition
6 Declared
7 yellow ocher
8 Hurl
9 - Dorado
10 Rumor
i-lebrew ietter 12 Near
14 Taut
Act
rfeaveruy
17 Futile
r
20 Spanish pot
biion
23 Digraph
Shaded walk 24 AMA mem
25 Alight
.-3haimrcck
27 Jug :ugs
_ ,untry
t-,,,sritating
30 Necessity
sbunds
32 Small
'
,
..nger Bob
children
35 Insect
37 Take a vote
38 Praise
39 South American plains
41 Profound

Answer to Saturda's Puzzle
ETA

HATED

N OE

COOED

H
MA
S

DEMME MUM
OEM UMEIDU
EIOU UU U10120
OM UMW EIMO
NE CUOUGIUU El 0
CUU OCE0 BO A
ULM UM DUO
UMUU Mee
MGM MOON
Ele OCOIDEI 11113
EM

S. u

Li

43 Needy c.o.44 See 1`_.
Across
46 I. ah48 Dries
5.: Chu
etc

Economy
Tire &
Service
753-8500
203 Main St.

m

clr,dge term
- acts

19 20

.4

2k,

,J,ec

34

Carter Studio
300 Main St. 753-8298

-ad.

Lost Billfold, after commencement at Calloway.
Need drivers license and
Social Security card. Call
Harold L. Pittman, 4928811 or 492-8788 after 4
pm,

They're
Here
27

---"3

35

2

3E

3:1
37

YrnbCr
'

40

39 39

PrepOS-1.Z.7"

!--,rnaii piece
• lilac, r,v6r
• 'Wird 1r
'SSR
4orn aWa,
,estiet
- what
• - Amge•
: VNIN
' Piece out

45

50

4

4
4'

47

46

51

43

44

4'

i

52

56 57

55
6'

56

62
65

Will do babysitting, seven
days a week Call 753-0141
Will work on lawn mowers
Call 753-0751
Would like lob house
cleaning, have references
Call 759-1255

5. Lost & Found

t,h.ir ,te s

22

30

BE A WINNER' Beat inflation! Work your own hours
demonstrating Merri-Mac
toys. gifts. and home decor
items We need party plan
demonstrators in this area.
High commission. No investment. no delivering. no
collecting Call toll free
nowt 1-800-553-9077. or
write
Mern-Mac. 801
Jackson Street Dubuque.
Iowa 52001.
Jobs overseas Big money
fast $20,000 to $50,000
plus per year Call 1 716
842-6000 ext 2454
Men and boys with cars
needed for light delivery for
radio station promotion
Temporary work, day or
evening hours Excellent
earning plus gas allowance
Apply in person Monday
1-5, Tuesday 10-6, Dixieland Shopping Center
Suite 4

We hare moved 2 doors
down to 300 Main, the
old Wallis Grocery Bldg.
Bldg.

Iii

31'4

21

29

Listed here is a ready reference
that *ill quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
IS. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Seeing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts for Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34, Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45, Farms For Sale
46, Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57, Aanted

Dixieland Shop. Or.
Open Dully

--

25

!24

9.Sitnation Wanted

1 Saddles, Bridles, Billfolds,
Belts, Hats, if its leather
we can fix it!!

16
,t)ber tree

6.411FiiWàMàd

- MURRAY
LEATHER
COMPANY

16.01

12

', •

Many Other Sizes and
Types. All Prices Include
Fed. Tax and Installation

2. Notice

59

6:3

64

6.6

6.

60

Kenny Rogers
Jeans
His/Hers
Matching Sets
All sizes
Only place
in Murray
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE

6. Help Wanted
Need a job? Qualifications,
16-21 years age. no ktight
school diploma or CID.
unemployed school drop
out for at least 9 months.
Call Dan Walker, Job
Coordinator, Nikki Blanchard, Counsler. 753-9378
or 753-3033. Calloway
County YETP Program

Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113

C.,. ler 1.401 ,rielur• .,rniScArno

'NE
SPELLING
jOR'S,VIARCIE ANE I
;CT EM ALL WRONG..

THAT'S TERRIFLE 5!R
40LI 5HOU' HANGYOUR HEAP IN

si

I AM, MARCIE..5EE
,'M HAN6IN6 MY
HEAD IN 5I14ME...

SKIP THE RESUME- Wrultiline sales. Life auto. fire.
Local opening with or
without experience. Excellent fringe benefits. Future
earnings unlimited. Salary :
allowance during professional training program.
Future earnings upper five
income figure. Call (5021
247-6867 or write P.O. Box
648. Mayfield, KY 42066.
Sales Person Do you have
the confidence and energy
to work on a commission
basis? If your have the
interest you can choose
your opportunity Action
Personnel. 753-6532'
Several ladies needed to
take orders over phone for
radio station promotion.
Temporary work. day or
evening shifts. Salary plus bonus Apply in person.
Monday 1-5 or Tuesday
10AM-6PM. Dixieland
Shopping Center, Suite 4.
WANTED Person to supervise 7 and 14 year old for
summer and do house
work Mon.-Fri 9-30-4:00
PM
Must have own
transportation and references required. Call
759-1049.
1. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings Call 753-0984.
9. Sittiion Wanted
Certified teacher will do
babysitting in my home
Call 753-3601.
Singer/Guitarist can play
for weddings, receptions, or
other functions. Have
references. Call Chucks
Music. 753-3682. ask for
Monte Fisher.
Teenage girls want part
time babysitting lob this
summer. 753-8251
Will break_ and disc
gardens Call 753-5463 or
753-0144

12. Insurance
MFA INSURANCE CO.

JIM FAIN
AGENT
$14 So. 401 St
Moony,Kr,, 42071

albs

\

'r

BUT
YOU
JUST
ATE

TRY TO THINK
OF SOMETHINGBESIDES FOOD

LET.t DROP
INTO THE
LIBRARY
AWHILE

CAR

13. For SaW
Or Trade
Hands for hire will trade
hours work for small salary
and acreage Negotiable
Call 753-3058
Two bedroom trailer and lot
to sell or wap for vacant
land or lots of equal value
Phone 759-1789
15. Articles For Sale
Deluxe 2 horse trailer,
brakes, heavy axle, padded.
spare wheel. '77. $1400
Call 753-6870
1-6. Home

1.1

.• 0
0

t.

1.ell

MO

69
.-

suko..0
7.a
/7C YCL CALL
NO:1
MADE 13E1,7

S A

-

/

?

!

CAL_;_ iTA POORLY MADE
aE7 OASTILY PONE IN A
SNEAKY ATTEMPT TO'GET
3Y,4 BORN CIVILIAN
MASQUERADING
AS A P1Gk71NG
SOLEDIER: r

1969 International Trans
Star with 318 Detroit.
13-speed. 38' Hobbs flat
bed trailer. Both in good
condition. $8500
Call
502-235-5578.
1972. 770 Case tractor.
1700 hours. 8-speed, excellent condition, $6.000. Call
1-235-5578
1977 M-2KS Gleaner combine, 6-row corn, 15' Gram:
AC 600 ne..1111,.drill: AC
cultivator. Rowterra-Lely
with . bridge hitch, 18'i ft.
Kewanee disc. 13' chisel
plow: 1975 7040 Allis
Chalmers tractor, 1974
Ford flat 2-ton truck: 1973
Ford F-600. 1963 Ford
2-ton truck. 165 bushel
gravity wagon. 1970 Dodge
lime truck: 400 gallon Lely
saddle tank. 1500 gallon
tank. Call 489-2348 or
489-2666 or 437-4845.
1977 Massey Ferguson
diesel tractor. 280 hours
with 3 pieces of equipment. 489-2110.
300 and 500 Massey
Ferguson combine Call
435-4593 or 489 2570

NOTICE

-NOTICE-

DO YOU
2EmEroi3EP YOUR FIRS7
5wEE-.-IE ART"'
HONEY

seES, riER NAME WAS
MIcLIE YURPLE AND WE
WERE 13071-4 NINE
;

C
-

Z.
'
7•.

WE'VE GOT
AND
-; GE' "HAT
iziQY es4C.K • LIP HERE „,
BEFORE THE Y
(ET T He qprOPsi
Vi- r r NOT GO
DOWN AFTER
"HEM

YEAH ? YOU VANT
To RIDE DOWN
IP THAT BA 51!E T
E VATOR, ANL"'
BE A SITTING 1
DUCK FOR '
THAT GUY'S
BULLETS 2

NO

5UT 5CifiA ETI M E5A

WE TOucs-4.E
LUNCH (50XE-S

Attention: Electrical Contractors
performing electrical wiring for
customers who are to be served by
the Murray Electric System.
After June 1st, 1981 the Murray
Electric System will not hookup or
supply power to any new or
remodeled facility which has not
been inspected by a Certified Electrical Inspector.
A certificate must be received by
the Murray Electric System from the
Certified Electrical Inspector
verifying that the facilit, has
pass6c1 the Certified Electrical Inspection before Kentucky State Law
allows the Murray Electric System'
to supply power.
If there are any questions regarding this notice, call 753-5312.
Ron Underwood
Supt., M.E.S.-1
.4111111MIWIs

600 Cale combine, good
condition, 1-4 row John
Deere planter. Call 4362269 after 6 pm
Best tire deals in town! We
have a tire truck to repair
tires on the farm. Call us'
for best prices and snappy
service' Vinson Tractor
Company. 753-4892
For sale 200 Case hay baler
in good condition 502-9882427
For sale: Tobacco barn off
enny
P
Road in Spring Creek
Church community. Call
753-0302
2
-0: Sports
Equipment
The Pistol People Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store. 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5. Sunday
12-5 (502)885-5914

22. fAisic.ir
GUITAR
HARMONICA
STRINGS
25% OFF!!

CLAYTON'S
7,53-7575
GUITAR
LESSONS
Immediate openings
for
25 STUDENTS

CLAYTON'S
7S3-7S7S

Equipment

IN NOVEMBER, 1980, THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL VOTED TO ENTER INTO A CONTRACT WITH THE
MURRAY CREDIT BUREAU FOR COLLECTION OF
DELINQUENT PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES. THESE
BILLS MAY INCLUDE ASSESTMENTS ON VEHICLES,
BOATS, MERCHANDISE INVENTORY, ETC, UNPAID
BILLS IN THE OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERKJOR THE
YEARS 1975 THROUGH 1979 HAVE BEEN TURNED
OVER TO THE BUREAU FOR COLLECTION, IF YOU
SHOULD RECEIVE A NOTICE OF UNPAID TAXES,
THE INFORMATION WAS TAKEN FROM AN UNPAID
BILL AND ALL INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE AT
THE MURRAY CREDIT BUREAU,
JO CRASS
CITY CLERK

I
-77-13

19. Farmiluipment

Furnishings
Floral blue couch and 2
chairs $250 one pine end
table $50 Call 437-4755
For sale 2 gas ranges one
Tappan Call 759-1186
For sale- Electric stove: self
defrosting refrigerator; G.E.
washer and dryer. Moving,
must sell! Call 436-2222.
14. Farm

DELINQUENT TAXES

ESSAYS

o ;=10=1

It... 1502) 715341370
LIFE. HEALTH.HOME

NOTICE
I'm
: HUNGRY

SIM 150217630632

30313

24. Miscellaneous
8 Hp electric 26- cut riding
mower. Asking $100 4354150.
Case riding lawn mower. 8
hp, electric start. After 5
pm, call 489-2570.
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Warm Farm,
Rt 6, Box 32.5 (Irvan Cobb
Road), Murray,. KY 42071
Phone 436-5894.
Slabs for sale Call 1-5228342
Tube frame dune buggy.
1970 VW running gear.
1300 cc engine, on or off
road, licensed and lights.
$1095. 753-8251.
Wait and burn green weed
or order now and burn
seasoned wood. Call 4362158.
Wedding gown and veil, size
7, was $400 new. Excellent
condition, best offer. 7530450. extension 286. days
or 759-4467 evenings.
25. Business
Services
Bookkeeping Services, over
20 years experience, rere-rices. Call 753-8779
after 5 pm
27. Mobile Homes

'i

For, Sale
10x50, 1963. Good investment. $1850. 759-1987.
12x60 Homette with 4x10
tip-out including refrigerator. washer and dryer. 2
smoke detectors. new
carpet. new steps and
porch. 100 amp pole
Economical gas heat and
central air-conditioning.
$5500 Call 759-1829 after
5 pm.
1971 Kingswood. 12x65. 2
bedroom. 17 baths fully
furnished. price $4500
Call 753-3163 or 436-2877
Town House. 1200 mobile
home 2 Bedrooms. 1 bath.
refrigerator, stove, disposal
central air and gas heat,
new carpet and wallpaper
Other extras included Priced to sell! Call 753-8295

28. Mob. Home Rents
12x60 M-olle home and
lot furnished will accept
$1200 down. $138 monthly
or $9000 cash Garage on
city water shade trees.
large lot Call 436-5830
One 2 bedroom trailer for
rent Located on Ledbetter
Church Road 1-354-6144
after 5
Two bedroom, all electric
mobile home 1'2 miles
from Murray $150 per
month
$100 deposit
Available June 1st Call
753-9829
Two bedroom furnished
mobile home for rent For
information call 753-4808

29. Heating-Cooling
Air-conditioners, cleaned
and repaired. We buy used
air-conditioners. Dill's Electric. Call 753-9104.
Air-conditioner. 3-ton, central with electric heating
unit, excellent for mobile
home and duplex. $300 or
best offer. 753-1818.
For sale: Used airconditioner. 753-3648.
30. Business Rental

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-475$
Office space for rent near
downtown Murray.Call
753-4109
FOR RENTPoint 'Cleanup Shop with
gas heat in back of
Dixieland Shopping Center,
Call 753-3018.

31. Want To Rent
Want to rent three bedroom
house in or near Murray
Call 753-7650 after 5 pm.
32:- pts. For Rent
Apartmenti-fcr rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109.
Apartments for rent at
Embassey Apartments. Call
753-3530 or 753-4331
after 5 Rm.
Apartment, furnished, for
male students. Call 7534684.
Available now, country living within city limits at
Hamlet North Apartments.
Nice
2
bedroom
townhouses with private
deck and central heat and
air. kitchen appliances furnished. 753-7559 or 7537550
Bedroom and kitchen
furnished, including all
utilties 2 blocks from
campus available now!
753-3984
Five room apartment,
furnished. 1415 Poplar. No
pets Call 753-6876.
For lease or rent: 2
Lakefront apartments with
access to private boat
ramp. One bedroom apartment furnished. 2 bedroom
apartment unfurnished.
Both with complete kitchen
appliances. Panorama
Shores. Deposit and references required. 4362484 between 9 and 6.
For rent 2 bedroom house,
furnished and 2 bedroom
trailer, furnished
Call
753 1778
FOR RENT
1 bedroom furnished
apartment, 1707
Olive. Call 753-0176
anytime.
One bedroom furnished
apartment,
couple
preferred. no pets, partial
Call
p'aid.
utilties
753-9741
One bedroom efficiency
apartment. girls preferred,
no pets, partial utilities
paid Call 753-9741.

ENJOY YOUR SUMMER VACATION
TRAVELING WITH PENNYRILE TOURS
ALL TOURS WILL PICK UP
PASSENGERS IN MURRAY, KY
Cape Hatteras/Williamsborg
lime 19-19
California and Ibe Golden Weil
July 11•27
Canadian Rockies
Avg. 117
New York City/I/shingle's, D.C.Aug 29•S4k
New England in the Fall
Sept 14-Oct 4
Fall at Blacivater Falls, YI VI
Oct. 1-11
Covered Bridle Festival
Oct 16-11
Fall in Ike Smoke's
Oct 23-25
Make mu resonations today by calling
Tour Representative
RA Blackwood 153-2121(Alta 5:00 o.m.)
or write
203 Safi IM St
Murray, Ky. 42071
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32. - APIs. For Rent

34. Houses For Rent 43. Real Eitate

For rent: Extra nice
furnished apartment. half
biock from Universit4. Call
753-2967.
femished effeciency apartment...wall to wall carpet,
air-conditioning, water and
sewer paid. Washer and
dryer facilities available.
One block from M S.U.
$115 per month. Call
759-4538.
Nice 1 or 2 bedroom apartment with shaded yard arid
private patio, kitchen ap
pliances furnished 753
7559 or 753-7550.
One and 3 bedroom fur
nished apartments adjoining M.S.U. Call 753-3134

For rent- Completely furnished 2 bedroom house,
air-conditioned and carpeted. approximately 2
miles on 94 East, $210
month For information
write C 0 P.O. Box 623,
Vicennes, IND or 812-8828681
For rent: SmalP. neat
country home, stove furnished $150 month, near
Aurora. 437-4569 or 4314462.
Furnished house for college
girls near University. Call
753.4974 .

FOR RENT
Nice furnished apts.,
for college girls. Also
small 3 bedroom
house and 4 bedroom
house for college boys
or girls. Phone 7535865 days 753-5108
after 5:30 and on
Sunday.
Out of state owner' will
show 3 oedroorn duplex.
11
/
2 bath at 404-S 6th. For.
quiet family or working
lady. See Friday evening,
Saturday, and Sunday. _
Small furnished apartment.
Inquire 100 South 13th St.
Iwo bedroom apartment, 2.
blocks from hospital on
,South 8th. Comoleteiy
redecorated, adults oily. no
pets, lease and deposit
regoired. Cali - 754,,9208
after 4 pm.
Two bedroom duplex with
carport at 1405 Stadium
View Drive. Deposit required_ Call 753.1799 after
5:30 PM.
_
Two bedroom, two bath
apartment. Neai
753-3949.
Two bedroom apartment
close io hospital. no pets
deposit reonired. Call
753-7809.
IA bedroom duplex. at!
kitchen appliances centrai
heat arid air - Call 753-814
or,, 753-2437. Two bedroom dupiex
Northwocrd Su bdivisjor
Call 753-9400.
AIN711111
Now Leasing

MUR-CAL APARTMENTS
1, 2 & 3 bedioom units from
S165.00 per no. Handicapped unit. Newly con
strutted central heat and
carpeted, kitchen appliances
Office Hours Mon.-Fri, 1
2.00
Northwood Dr.
Murray, Ky. .
502-759-4984
Equal HousineOpportunity

33.iiRoáms for Rent

Modern 3 beriroom house
in country. Deposit required Call 435-4335.
Newly decorated 2 bedroom. 1 1 2 bath, carpeted,
stove and refrigerator.
fireplace air conditioned.
all this plus _located in
Panorama Shores. Now
available Call 436-2755.
Nice 2 bedroom house on
North 16th. Stove and
refrigerator furnished. $175
per month. Call 753-6855
after 6 pm.
Recently remodeled 2
bedroom house, gas heat,
couple only, no dogs.
759-4401
Three bedroom brick house
at 516 South 13th St. See
or call Aubrey Adams, 801
Story, 753-6388.
'
Three bedroom house, close
to lake. $150 month. $100
deposit. Call 436-2658.
Very nice 3 bedroom, 112
bath. unfurnished house,
located in Westwood. $275
per month. Cat- Boyd
Majors. 753-8080 or after 5
pm 753-9036.

37. Livestock Supplies
REE MAR ARABIANS.
Purebreds for sale. Trained
and started. 753-6126 or
753-8467.
Visitors
welcome
AM-I Station standing at
stud, grandson of let Deck.
Horses for sale at all times'
Call 1-527-1096.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Boxer puppies. champion bloodlines, flashy,
fawn, and brindle. Also
Boxer at stud. 753-0347.
AKC registered Great Dane
puppies, reasonably priced
Call 436-2950
Dog obedience classes are
fun for you and your dog. A
sport all ages can enjoy.
Discover the thrill of knowing how your ,dog really
communicates. 436-2858.
Registered. Border Collie
puppies for sale. Call
1-527-1096

43. Real Estate
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Three houses, total
price, $15,000; Franchise business for
sale, $8,500; Ladies'
dress shop for sale,
S8,000.

Boys room for rent, one
block from University. Call
753-1812 or 753.6933.
For rent: Girls only, single
room with bath, kitchen
Shroatprivate, $80- per summer
semester. Call 753-3531.
Waldrop
Furnished room tor men
Real Estate
students, half block TffifT1p.a.
Jiff Costar 7594707
campus. 1626 Hamilton
Air-conditioned, kitchen .VACATION HEAVEN Want
private entry _an cL.Parkjni.„ lia_gb-* a permanent vaca$100 per summer term tion? Living in this rustic
Call 753-1342 of 436-5479
home located 1/4 mile
Furni-shed
room
for: from the- lake could let you
rent...private bath, carpet. do just that! Low heat bills
private entrance. Kitchen In winter and beautiful
and laundry room.available scenery year round are just
Close to campus and part of it's charm. You can
excellen, for students Boys own this private haven for
only. $65 per month. Call only $38,800 House has 1
bedroom, living room-.
759-4538.
bath, and great room.
34. Houses For Rent chen,
Take a look at this one. Call
For rent: 3 bedroom house. Spann Realty Associates,
'gas 'heat, nice yard. good 753-7724.
neighborhood, $225- per
FOR RENT
moth.1.53-88.95.. .
Clean 12 x 60 Mobile
FOR RENT
Home on large shaded
2 bedroom white
lot with garden space.
frame house. $135
$150 per month and
per month plus $135
security deposit.
posit. Call 753Ron Talent
5322 between 5 p.m.
Realty
ad 10 p.m.
753-9894

FOR SALE:
OFFICE MACHINES
6 calculators - Friclen and Marchant
4
adding
machines
Burroughs, Friden and Victor
This equipment may be
seen at the PCA office on East
Broadway, Mayfield, Kentucky.

43. Real Estate

75 Acre F'arni SE of
Murray. Good 3
bedroom house. Property fenced and 40
acres tendable.

•
P

753-1)22

Murray Ky 42071
Broker

NEW LIST I NG, EXCEPTIONAL VALUE. Handy location jor this well priced
brick home in the $30's.
Three bedroom home on
large. deep lot with outside
storage. Well insulated and
the heat bills show it! Bring
the kids with you today and
ask for .Wendy at Spann
Realty Associates. 753-7724.

IF!
BOYD-MAJORS'
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
l't ofessionalServices'
ith The Friendly Touch"
LAKE COTTAGE

Cypress Springs new and lovely secluded 2 bedroom
lake home on a tree
studded lot. Elec.
heat, carpeting, aironditioner, range
nd ref. included. A
iew 10' x 20' wooden
eck is now being
built. A real buy at
illy $21,000.
ON STATE LINE
RD.
OFF 121 SOUTH
A 300 Acre farm on
blacktop that is wellsuited for a cattle
operation. There are
five large grazing
fields (20-60 acres in
each). Each field has
a pond and fencing.
Approximately 75
acres is tillable.
Owner will consider
financing. The property is also wellsuited for a subdivision.

Don't rent, buy you a
mobile home lot. Owner
financing at 6%, payments
as low as $26.00 per month. Call 474-8025 or 753
8914 or 759-1715.
Want immediate
possession? Located
in Highland Oaks
Subdivision and priced at less than
$50,000.00 is this
brick home with two
lots. Fireplace, central heat and air;
range; carpet; and
glass enclosed room.
Extra nice! Roberts
Realty.

753-1651
Hidden Treasure! It will di
your heart good to Say
nOtiling abliut your-pocketbook when you inspect this
home we have located just
for - you...Three bedroom
brick located on quiet
street,
nice.
in
neighborhood. Priced in the
mid $30's...See this home
before all others by calling
153-1492. at CENTURY 21
Loretta lobs, Realtors.

Strout Realty
101 1 WIMPY Stoker,
1912( Atwater Rd.
%may,Kentucky 42071

Purdom & Muth
Insurance &
Real Estate
Sototbside Court Sq
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451 --

SEEING IS
Lake lot for sale 11
BELIEVING
son Snores ot4i,e
Loving care and good finance 6'L itere
taste are obvious in
building oi nobrie
this outstanding, site Payments
newly remodeled
month Call 474 r
Home '/53-8914 or 759 I/ .
home.
three
features
46. Homes FOI tk
bedrooms, 1'1 baths,
living room with By Owner
fireplace, glassed-in BV with 1401J
sun porch, modern living area f.ilv
and beirrnTrr7
"kitchen
economical central and faintly 'or!".
roof!
gas heat. Priced in tion
one
large
bath
the mid $40's. Newly
storage I y 54
listed through KopRealty, 753- 753-9818
perud
12
appreciate
Cozy outiga ,J..
OLDER HOME
walking dstai
Two-Ledroomt,
Located on Olive bath arid l.it :::
Street near the adjoining (ii II
university, presently family
has 3-4 rental units. private inaile:
•
Property has good and .06potential for future fitctirrit
:
earning power with ha rd
the widening of 12th rat el. 1 '
Street and conver- and or •
•
sion to commercial
heat
gas
property. Phone 7531222 Kopperud Real- Nit)i r,)1,,f
garden )..11.‘:
ty for all your real ntrht, stip•1
estate needs.
PleasP All 7')
Dupi•:.•,
Do you have a taste for ttic t 515fi(itl
beautiful, but a practicai merit
'
nature too? 'This house
.refrigerat'y I ,
meant for you then! Almost 753-57q1
new it has 3 bedrooms. 2 '261(t
baths with large kitchen'
For sai,"
and dining area and
Street
3 bedi
features a spacious great
hard,L,
room with beautiful house
electriL
fireplace. The fenced backneighhci
'
yard and patio are idea; for
the small ones. See this one
today, its truely a blend ol can
the beautiful and practical .s28.900.
Call Spann Realty As toghuuse i.oh
greenhou
sociates, 753-7/24.
building
sq. ft LAU
REDUCED
drive to
PRICE!
136-.")- 859
Owner says he must
New Corrr e1
sell NOVI An inn.
(Joni h of ,
bed!
maculate 2 bedroom
striated
home on 8 nice, level
building
acres. Priced in the
436-2368
530's.
Two bedroori
753-9898
$40 000
iyasher dry•
frigerator
REAL ESTATE
posa, 7D9 :1 1
& PROPERTY MANAGEMPST
753 5791
Plenty of -Stretch in' 47. Motorcycles
-Room"! A really large home 1977 Honda
o
that can change to fit your Call 753 6655
needs. The home.provides.a
living room, dining room 450 Honda yr
kitchen with all the counter Cat 489 7_670
space and cupboards you For sale 1981;
need. -The den is plenty good corvirtiriti
large. back to back 4481 alter 4 psi
fireplaces in den and living 48.1lib. Services
room and all the bedrooms
are _spacious...Let us show For sale L>
you a new way of life by Goodrich all to
calling 753-1492 at CEN- mounted on
TURY 21 Loretta lobs, spoke wheels Fit.
.
Dodge Phone
•
Realtors.
6- PM only $351i tiro '
-,

753-8080

_

49 Used Cats

53. Services Offered

WANTED:
Will buy good Used
Cams nisy Mehl or

ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
vhi,L “ciiiig and trim
Aturniiiiiin bun for brick
.•iuuse5 lack Glover, 753.873
WEST
KENTUCKY
ASPHALT

11PICHER
AUTO SALES
x1S S. 12th
753-4961

44. Lots For Sate

Murray-Calloway
County Realty
(502)7534146
.104N 12th St

No.
BUSINESS
196-4/5 ACRE M/L. Exfor
cellent location
Plot fronts
business!
blacktop state highway, is 5
blocks from town center.
Building 40x60 is in good
condition throughout • and
houses an electrical repair
Liminess at present. Eight
trailers are also included
and they have water, gas,
lights and sewer hook-oils.
All furniture is included.
This fine business opportunity is priced at $139,000.
owner financing available
Equipment and inventory
for the electrical repair
business available at extra.
.
cost.
Call 753-0155 I anytImei•

'I

iJitt

A "Cheapie" but a
good buy. Remodeled small home with
11/2 acre lot on
Highway 94 East.

Rey A R

43. Real Estate

3031:,
Coating and
sealing
753 8163

I ,I

GENERAL. HOME REPAIR
pears experience carpen
rr
masonary plumbing.
I Ailing and siding. Free
H,tithates No lob too small
call 474 2276 evenings or
4/42359 daytime
tr
.

,

8!7r
thtiotn tcp,
ooionc et..
,t: '1,1P

used trucks
7V
,
11.1 -42dier

raR

F

-iv
t ruc k
/',0n0.'vrtet
1r5II
• dricirminn,,--rr.i

boat

!;luturs

X & K Stump Removal. Do
yoo need stumps removed
H•n, 'your yard or land
S tearera of stumps? We can
r-inioy.e stumps up to 24"
t- elow the ground. leaving
onl sawdust and chips.
tailtro free estimate. Bob
temp 435-4343 or Bob
i.ernp Jr. 435-4319.
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING
iininiercial and residenIra! Also patching, sealing.
ino striping For estimates
:Ali 753-1537
MOBILE HOME REPAIR In
'tali rig tie clowns under
pooling roofing. installing
..looms arid windows We also
,ruild lynches arid patios
call 753-6973
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
coderpotiorig, root s sealed,
oatio awnings and house
t ifle rut'; for mobile
75(18/3 lack
t,H4ei
REPAIR
SERVICE
Lectiical refrigerator - air
- appliances.
einat:ers well pumps Call
John Pritchard 435-4284
of
plumbing and
;iir-ccinditioning needs Also
carpentry painting root'ig
concrete All work
;:orit to satisfaction 753-

spent car and home
tereo repair.
WORLD OF SOUND
222 S. 12th St.
753-5865

ypItailLe Service Ken-er-o e
WhirlpOol
ivestingtrouse Experienced.
•:ideperident service Bobby
ilopper,
_ 753-4872
_
;1-ihalt driveways and parklots sealed by Sears. For
estimates call 753:310.
s Home Improvement
ervice Remodeling, painHg cement work general
-owe maratenenace and inJir3e7:03c. Ftc•e estimates
'5.& 4501
and _blocr. brick
It-:-murerr;-,-"eirievionniguir
.';ur
Basements,
storm cellars.
1,,,,,:1,-H.Ait :-.:th 85
roties 20 years exi 0, motor on tilt
eritie. 753 5476
''.:11%. I- iiieir Boat
tta6 -.. ;„ 0' WI),
415 Super Shell
g, stern
t-ic. vi
, Southm4urtrhaSytreet
r.:0V -, q .,'JittI clear
Complete
Auto
ii. 'talus. Call
Repair. Free tube with
7fi.', 0588 after
oil and filter change.
..500 1)re.
753.-7896.

I1

53. Services Offered 53. Services Offer,COLDWATER LAWN &
GARDEN
SHOP
Lawnmowers. Ron) tiller,
chain saws, expriiti.
repaired. Pickup
delivery available 48
2853. 8 AM to 5 PM
Fence sales at Sear. non;
Call Sears, 753 2310 fiji
free estimate for o w,'
needs.
Guttering by Sears r'rrr•
continous gutters installeo
per your specific:Maros
Sears 753 2310 tor het
estimate
Heating, refrigeration atul
electrical repair
Buti
Servit,e
Refrigeration
Hazel KY. 498-8370
.753-7829. Bobby Lockhart
If you are having a prohler,„
getting those small job, or
repairs around the house or
mobile home done reason..;
bly in these hard times oaf
us! Carpentry paintin
plumbing, and small ,,un
crete jobs Free. e,tim3t,
436-2562.
Professional parrerharigic.
painting. tam borrdiiiytop. sides Commercial •.
residential Call tier;;' r
Farris. 759-1981.
Sanitatlon Service to at: 'it
Calloway County Weekk
pickup service, reasonahic
monthly rates ;per
Senior Citizens rate Cell
& D Sanitation Servit.t
436-2562 after 5 pm

Bovril s
SERVICE

Aluminum Servic - Co
aluminui.s and viny
siding, custom trim,
wont. References
Coll Will Ed Bailey
753-0689.
, r & ont;
SCAPING. 436 2313

wcr

,7-PT7'-'

ROOFING
Bullt-Up IL Shingles
work
All
References
Free
guaranteed.
•stimates.
Call 159-1559 or
75
,

HORNBUCKLE BARBER Ste''
2251. P. Miller St.

0c,os

Specializing in Senior Cit..eit
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

It's Here At Labi
Solar Film Window II!!!
Reflects Up to 78°0
of the sun's rays

DECORATE 4
ENERG
SAVINt:

For Commercial ,21
Residential Properties
For Information and Fre
Estimates Call

753-2600

49. Used Cars

Dial-A-Service

zuktiN9
it.(01.(1

753-12224
MARCH RIGHT IN
Just the right size
and priced to sell.
This lovely 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home is well located
on a quiet street near
Murray High School.
There is a large living room alut den
with fireplace. Also a
large wooden deck
and a fenced-in
backyard just right
for summer surfand
fun. Offered at
$58,500 through Kopperud Realty, 711
Main.

speakers 1 r
75942O
1971 ',Capr ice lf")
pOwei tape pla,, titH 1
trett
753./353

Noma.

General Nome Repair: Carpentry, concrete work, plumbing, roofing
siding, windows and door installation. Free estimate! No job too
small!

Colson Construction Co.
474-2276

A SILVER
ANNIVERSARY
' SFLLABRAIRPI
500 off hos,?. pi p
EVER ,/ VV/
stock including
and
diesels
during
Audi's
month of May,
CARROLL VVV
899 Chestnut
753-813r,ii

IF

NEW LISTING
There is plenty of
room for a large
family in this new 4
bedroom, 2tt bath
home. It is located in
a quiet country setting only minutes
from town and close
to the Oaks Country
Club. There are 2
heat pumps for
economical heating
and cooling. Offered
in the 870's through
Kopperud Realty.
We are members of
Mulitple Listing Ser.
)ice.

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

FIAT X1/9. 'alga tooii I
vertible. extra Ps(ma sty!
42,000 miles new coslorn
velour-leather interior
4'
Whiten radials NIIPfl
minor valve oink Mcd
OR TRADE ibis week'
$2500 or god otter Philo,:
759 4051 or
0164
tot itevo

HUI CHING'
SAILS
2791The Only Factgi y
Nuttior,rerl Dealer
For Titre/ Queen
Solos & Set vice
.1410
f Ilk Area
Day 733 6068
Night
4i0, 2367

-UPuI up-Co..oway
Conty Hospital

414
753-5"
11 31
mwoommyrummomme

1978 Mustang Gia
32,000 actual miles.

rewroosowoommononim

PURDOM
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac
1406W. Main
753-5315

Calloway ('unity
Rescue Squad

vor.wasswe

753-6952

CHIMNEY
DOCTOR
chimney Sweep Service
All Types Chimneys
Cleaning and Repoir
Night
492 8983
Day

751

Let Professionals
manicure your lawn.
and
Commercial
lanResidential
dscaping and lawn
maintenance. Mowing, Pruning and
Spraying. Prompt
Free
Service,
Estimates.

T&D

4150

Landscaping
loyd A McClure

436-2333
Aluminum
Service
Co.
Aluminum and Vinyl
Siding, Custom trim
work. References.
Coll Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689.

Police
911

Orinurs
CUSTOBIsKITCHEN
CABINETS & CUSTOts
WOODWORKING
•CUSTOM BUILT FURNIT
•CUSTOM BURT K
CABINETS

753-5940
1212 MAIN

Radio Cab
Company

Quality Service
Company
Heating and Air Con
ditioning Sales; Solos
and Service. Modern
Sheet

Taxi Cab
Service
6 o m Midnight
7 Days A Week

phone

Metal 6 Service

Departments

753-9290

753-5351
or 753-5352

I,Auk, 14 LFtr.MLgitA ,

.,
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Deaths II Funerals
Rites HeId Here
For Mrs. Erwin
for Mrs.
.eula t. Erwin, widow of
Willlarn Duke Erwin, was
held Sunday at 2:30 p.m, at
the chapel of the J. H. Chur,-hull Funeral Home with the
tev Dr Bill Whittaker of.a mg, Gus Robertson,
Jr as soloist, and Mrs.
ilivene Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers were Jimmy
tyatt, Johnny Underwood,
lark Erwin. Don Rogers,
tun Rogers. and William
;;,.,gers_ Burial was in the
/14:6uth Pleasant Grove
'emetery
Mrs. Erwin. 91. died
Thursday at 11:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
hospital.
She- is survived by three
.1aughters - Miss Ruby Erwin Murray. Mrs. Opal
Rogers, St. Louis, Mo., and
Mrs Eupal Underwood,
Hazel. two sons. Carlos C.
Erwin. Gainesville, Fla.,
and (
II Erwin, Murray;_-:two Isters. Mrs. Gertye
F.'. ans. Murray. and Mrs.
°pa. ..ass:ter. Los Angeles.
('.41.. 1: grandchildren; 20
ra ndchildren

Clifton Cavitt Is
Dead At Age Of 80;
Services Tuesday
Clifton Cavitt of Hardin
lied. Sunday morning at the
Murray-Calloway •County
Hospital. Pie was 80 years of
age and a retired farmer.
Born Oct. L.', 1900,• in
Calloway County. he was the
son of the late Tee Cavitt and
Willie Puttman Cavitt.
Mr. Cavitt is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Lucille Cavitt.
to whim he was married on
March 13, 1926; three
daughters — Mrs. James
Jo Miller. Murray Route 2,
Mrs. Billy Paul iKatheryni
Howard. Murray Route 7,
and Mrs. Loren (Pam
Williamson, Twin City, Gla-;
irte son, James Cavitt. Warrep, Mich.: one sister, Mrs.
Rudy ( Mariei Jackson, Hartn; five grandchildren; six
great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at 3 pin. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
Pallbearers will lte James
flillard Cavitt, Paul Cavitt,
(.2haries (:avitt, Jerry Conner, Jim Conner, and Ted
Atkins. Buria will follow in
the West Fork Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral horde alter 4 p.m. today i Monday.

The funeral for Mrs. Clyde
(Jessie A.) Reed of Benton
Route 3 was held Saturday at
2 p.m. at the chapel of the
Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home,Benton, with the Rev.
Steve Cavitt and the Rev.
Leroy Lyles officiating.
Burial was in the Soldier
Creek Cemetery.
Mrs. Reed, 66, died
Thursday at 3:10 a.m. at the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton. One son, Jerry
Reed, preceded his mother
in death.
Survivors include her husband, Clyde Reed; two
daughters, Mrs. Sammie
Donna) Castleberry and
Mrs. Donnie
Barbara )
Clark, Benton; three sons —
Billy Reed, Hickory, and
Bobby and Jimmy Reed,
Benton; one sister, Mrs. Ola
Carson, Kirksey; two
brothers. William and Roy
Filbeck, Benton; 11 grandchildren; two great grandchildren

Funeral services for
William Lee Colston of Cadiz
were held Sunday at 2:30
p.m. at the chapel of the
Goodwin Funeral Home,
Cadiz. with the Rev Omar
Jenkins and the Rev. Otis
Jones officiating.
Burial was in the Ferguson
Springs Cemetery at Aurora.
Mr. Colston, 40, died
Thursday at 5 p.m. at the
Vanderbilt Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn., from injuries he sustained in an
automobile accident which
occurred on Sunday. May 24,
on the Lake Barkley Bridge,.
west of Cadiz.
The deceased, a native of
Trigg County, was the son of
Lillian Newton Colston, who
survives,and the late Lonnie
Colston. He was a member,
deacon and Sunday School
teacher at Ferguson Springs
Baptist Church and an
employee of Trigg Knit
Hosiery Mill.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Carolyn Jean Colston;
his mother, Mrs. Lillian
Newton Colston, Cadiz; one
daughter, Miss Wendy Lee
Colson; Cadiz; two sons, Joe
Kevin Colton and Jeremy
Lane Colston, Cadiz; two
sisters, Mrs. Ruth Boren.
Cadiz, and Mrs. Lou Nell
Leitchfield, Marshall Caul;
ty: two brothers, Tommy
Newton Colston, Murray,
and Howard Colston, CadiZ.

CoNtinuous Farni)y Service Since 1886-

95 Years Of Service
Thurchdi Ronald Churchill, and now, grandson,'
rialker hove provided a total of 95 years of
i,imov service. This allows the J.H. Churchill Funeral
home to arrange dignified reliable services in your
time of need

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S 3rd

lenway Walker-Owner

753-2411

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS

71 CAPRKE
4-door, tinted, glass, body side molding, door edge
guards intermittent windshield wiper system', air conditioaer-, remote control mirrors, sport suspension,
cruise control, V-8, automatic transmission, tilt
steering wheel, radio, bumper guards, beige vinyl top,
camel knit clpth interior, camel metallic outside. This
car has been driven by Grayson McClure. ss.toe.ee
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.

753-261/

641 South, Murray
GM 611.1MJTY
SEI7VICE PARTS
I04 IAA

MOTTIII:

marl DI V I%ION

Edwin Gervais Schmidt,
29, of Nashville, Tenn., died
there Saturday. A native of
Murray, he was an Eagle
Scout and a member of the
First Presbyterian Church
here.
Mr. Schmidt was a
graduate of Murray High
School and Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, Tenn.
While at Vanderbilt, he was
the photographic editor for
the...school yearbook, -The
Hustler.- A professional
photographer, he had worked with the AP world-wide
photographic team.
The former Murrayan was
born Sept. 25, 1951, in Murray, and was the son of the
late Edwin G. Schmidt and
Helen Annette Morehead
Schmidt.
Survivors include one
brother, Mark A. Schmidt,
Houston, Texas; his grandmothers, Mrs. Estelle
Morehead of Mayfield and
Murray and Ms. Nell Gervais of Santa Barbara,Cal.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 11 a.m. at the
chapel.af the J. H. Churchill
FuneVal-Home with the Rev.
James H. Nash and the Rev.
R. E. Rabatin officiating.
Pallbearers will be Johnny
Gingles, David Buckingham,
Steve Knight, Gary Taylor,
Ron McNutt, and Brick
Ruys. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 3 p.m. today Monday I.
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Edwin G. Schmidt, Mrs. Array Pogue
29, Dies; Rites
Dies At Hospital;
To Be On Tuesday Rites Held, Cadiz

Mrs. Clyde Reed
Dies; Funeral Is
Held On Saturday

William Colston
Dies Of Injuries
In Auto Accident

11110
Various churches in the ci- and Calloway StreeLs. Murty and county have announc- ray, with the Rev. Fred
ed services and metings at Hawkins of Des Pokes. Cal..
Mrs. Array Pogue of Cadiz their churches •
as the speaker.
died Saturday morning at
the Trigg County Hospital,
Trinity
Services will be held
Cadiz. He was 73 years of
Revival services are now through Wednesday at; p.m
age.
di progress al the Trinity each evening. 'f he
She was the daughter of Christian Center. North 18th invited to attend, a cente:•
the late Frank Baker and
Clara Birdsong Baker of
Trigg County. She was
preceded in death by her
husband, Pete Pogue, and a
daughter, Martha Wells. _
Because of an error in communication, The Murray I
Survivors include five
Ledger & Times reported Bill Morgan,chairman of the
daughters — Mrs. Dorothy
Adhoc Committee on University Reorganization, said
Green, Benton, Mrs. Virg ie
Thursday he expected Inc athletic deficit,committee to
Sholar, Hardin, Mrs. Willie
report to him.
...asguez, Tehachapi, Cal..
Morgan said Saturday he meant the committee will
Mrs. Argene Hubbard, Pope.
report to the Board of Regents
Miss., and Mrs. Dixie
Rudolph, Mayfield; three
In an accident repel-1)n last Tuesday's Murray
sons — Billy Hoskins. BenLedger & Times cnncerimfi a %Tea of Frank Pay .
ton, Donnie Pogue.
Jr.. Route 7, Mayfield. and Henry Wilson. A616
Cerulean, and Frank Pogue.
Magnolia,the sheriff's report said that the Wilson vehiMurray; 20 grandchildren:
cle was approximately three feet over the center line
15 great grandchildren.
and this clarification wik, asked by Clara Starks. a
The funeral is being held
passenger in the Page auto.
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Goodwin Funeral
The Murra. Leoger & Tunes toes to correct prompth any errors in
Home, Cadiz, with the Rev.
tari.or darns ans misleading tntorrnatron-appearing in news arridet
Roger Newell officiating.
That is the purpose. ot this toeumn To report an error or need tor
Burial will follow in the
clarification please *,al! 3-191f,
Matheny Cemetery there.

[

spukesnian said.
..Coldwater
The Coldwater Baptist
Chur-h will have a youth
revii at the enurch starting tonight Monday i and

continuing through Wednesday.
Special singing will be held
each evening, according to
the pastor, the Rev. Jimmy
Madding, who invites the
public to attend.

Corrections & Amplifications\

Thank
You!
like to thank everyone who
'neiped with my campaign and
especially the voters who
displayed their confidence in
m.
Thank You!
PaKi To: Br ins Candidate
Ralph McCuistion

41.•

Mrs. Ruth Gay
Dies On Friday
Final rites for Mrs. Ruth
Gay were held Sunday at 2
p.m. at the chapel of the
Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Cave Thomas and the Rev.
Jerry Bell officiating.
Burial was in the Maple
Springs Cemetery.
Mrs. Gay, 84, died Friday
at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Kenneth ( Marietta
Sholar, Benton Route 5.
She was the widow of W.F.
Gay and a member of the
Maple Springs United
Methodist Church.

Rev. Ira Waters
Dies; Was Former
Calloway Resident
Word has been received of
the death of the Rev. Ira
Waters, Oklahoma City.
Okla., former resident of
Murray, who died while
vacationing in Myrtle
Beach, S. C., on Tuesday.
May 19.
Rev. Waters was born and
reared in Murray, being the,
son of the late Mr. and Mrs
Rich Waters. He spent much
of his young life with his
parents on South 12th Street,
Murray. He was married to
the former Beulah Mae Mitchell of Smithland, who survives.
The deceased entered the
ministry in 1947 and has
pestored a number of churches in the Oklahoma City
area. He has held occasional
revivals in this area before
his recent retirement.
Survivors include his wife;
one daughter, Mrs. Dick
(Gloria ) Shirley, Parkville.
Mo.; one son, Richard Ira
Waters, Oklahoma City.
Okla.; two sisters, Mrs. Fred
Mattie Lou) Cook, Fulton,
and Mrs. Kelly Anabel )
Jones, Troy, Tenn.; nine
grandchildren.
Two brothers, John C.
Waters of Murray and Edward Waters of Oklahoma
City, Okla., preceded him in
death.
Funeral services were
held Friday, May 22, in the
chapel of the Merritt
Funeral Home, Oklahoma
City, Okla., with the Rev. T.
A. Thacker, formerly of
Murray and now of
Louisville,
officiating.
Burial was in the Memorial
Gardens there.

Clerk Advises Check
Persons having June birthdays should check their
driver's licenses, according
to ircuit court clerk Ann

Wilson.
The expiration year will be
shown on the license, Mrs.
Wilson said. The circuit
clerk's office is on the second
floor of the courthouse.

DUE TO THE NATURE OF THIS SALF:Tgli WILL BE
.CASH & CHARGE CARDS, ONLY. JO CHECKS
.NO EXCHANGES JO LAYAWAY .i10 !EMIRS JO REFUNDS

OFF

OUR
ENTIRE •
STOCK
* FANTASTIC BUYS
* EVERYTHING MUST GO
* NOTHING HELD IBACK
• Cfghawartrgrrnatyer

Olen from 9 a.m. until 9 p.m.

